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AEA  anandamide 

AC   adenylyl cyclase  

AChR   acetylcholine receptor 

2-AG   2-arachidonoylglycerol  

Akt   protein kinase B 

AMPA   alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid 

AP   clathrin adapter protein  

β2AR   β2 adrenergic receptor  

BSA    bovine serum albumin 

C- terminus   carboxyl terminus  

CALM   clathrin assembly lymphoid myeloid leukaemia protein  

CaMK   calcium/calmodulin kinase  

CBR   cannabinoid receptor   

CCPs   clathrin-coated pits  

CRIP   cannabinoid receptor interacting protein 

DAG  diacylglycerol 

DI  deionised water 

DSE  depolarization-induced suppression of excitation  

DSI  depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition  

eCB  endocannabinoids  

EPSC  excitatory postsynaptic current 

ERK  extracellular signal-regulated protein kinase  

FAAH  fatty acid amide hydrolase  

FCS  fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 

FRAP  fluorescence recovery after photobleaching  

G-protein  guanine nucleotide-binding proteins  

GABA  gamma-aminobutyric acid 

GAD  glutamate decarboxylase 

GASP  GPCR-associated sorting protein  

GFP  green fluorescent protein  

GluR  glutamatergic receptor 
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GPCR  G protein-coupled receptors  

GRK  G-protein coupled receptor kinase  

HIP  huntington-interacting protein  

IκBα  nuclear factor of kappa B alpha 

LARG RhoGEF leukemia-associated Rho-specific guanine nucleotide 

  exchange factor  

LTD  long-term depression  

LTP  long-term potentiation  

MAP2  microtubule-associated protein 2 

MAPK  mitogen activated protein kinase  

MEK MAPK kinase 

MEM minimum essential medium 

MGL monoacylglycerol lipase  

mGluR gutamatergic metabotroppic receptor 

N- terminus amino terminus 

N1E-115 neuroblastoma cells  

NAT N-acetyltransferase  

NF-κB nuclear factor-kappa B 

NMDA N-methyl-D-aspartic acid 

PAG periaqueduclat grey region of midbrain  

PBS phosphate buffered saline 

PE phosphatidylethanolamine  

PFA paraformaldehyde  

PI3 phosphatidylinositol (1,4,5)- triphosphate 

PI3K phosphatidylinositol (1,4,5)- triphosphate kinase 

PIP2 phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate 

PKA protein kinase A 

PKC protein kinase C 

PLD phospholipase D  

PP protein phosphatase  

PSD 95 postsynaptic density 95 protein 

PTX pertussis toxin  

Qdots quantum dots  

Rab Ras-like small GTP binding protein 
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Raf MEK kinase 

RGS regulator of G-protein signaling  
RhoGEF Rho-specific guanine nucleotide exchange factor  
RT room temperature  

SMT single molecule tracking  

SPT single particle tracking  

∆9–THC ∆9 – tetrahydrocannabinol  

Tau microtubule-associated protein tau 

TTX tetrodotoxin 
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Neuronal systems constantly undergo dynamic changes, during development but 

also later throughout life. These changes are mediated at least in part by elemental 

forms of learning collectively called synaptic plasticity. Synaptic plasticity adapts 

synaptic strength in response to changes in the environment. It is believed that 

synaptic plasticity is one of the important foundations of learning and memory.  

The endocannabinoid (eCB) system, an endogenous signaling system consisting of 

cannabinoid receptors, eCBs and a set of endocannabinoid-synthesizing and 

degrading enzymes, has a major function in the regulation of synaptic plasticity 

throughout the CNS. It is involved in the regulation of multiple physiological 

processes such as motor control, nociception, memory, learning and energy balance.  

It is thought that the eCB system functions as a general stress recovery system: a 

signaling system that protects an organism from the pathological consequences of 

stress. Under normal physiological conditions the eCB system remains silent. 

However, after sustained neuronal activity, it is rapidly activated and acts locally 

nearby the site of eCB synthesis.  

In the CNS, the eCB system mediates retrograde signaling. Neuronal activity induces 

synthesis of eCBs from membrane phospholipids. eCBs are not stored in synaptic 

vesicles but directly released from postsynaptic terminus and diffuse backward 

across the synaptic cleft and bind to presynaptically located cannabinoid receptors 

type 1 (CB1Rs).  

CB1R belongs to the rhodopsin heptahelical G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) 

superfamily. It is the most abundant GPCR in the central nervous system, highly 

expressed in cerebral cortex, basal ganglia, cerebellum and hippocampus. Activation 

of CB1Rs inhibits neurotransmitter release from inhibitory and excitatory synapses 

since CB1Rs are expressed on both axon terminals of GABAergic and glutamatergic 

neurons. The mechanisms underlying CB1R regulation of presynaptic functions are 

under intense investigation. In the past recent years, huge progress has been done 

in understanding the roles of CB1R in the CNS.  

The observation that postsynaptic neurotransmitter receptors display lateral mobility 

on neuronal surfaces challenged the classical view of the synapse. It has been 

proposed that receptor movement in and out of the synapse can participate to the 
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fast regulation of synaptic gain during short-term synaptic plasticity. Curiously the 

lateral/surface movements of presynaptic receptors have never been studied. 

In my thesis, we addressed several questions related to the presynaptic functions of 

CB1R. First, we made the hypothesis that similarly to postsynaptic receptors, CB1R, 

display significant lateral mobility on the neuronal surface. Second, we tested if 

agonist-induced desensitization of CB1R could influence their mobility and impact the 

number of synaptic receptors. Finally, we performed preliminary experiments 

measuring how neuronal activity regulates the lateral diffusion of CB1R. 
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I. G protein-coupled receptors 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In the 1960s, Earl Surtherland, who proposed the first concept of the hormonal 

receptor, initiated the discovery of the molecular structure and the mechanism of 

action of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) (Robison et al., 1967). The first 

receptors identified as a GPCR was the rhodopsin receptor (Kwok-Keung Fung and 

Stryer, 1980) and later on the β-adrenergic receptor (Dixon et al., 1986).  

Today, the GPCR superfamily contains more than a thousand types of cell-surface 

receptors. They represent more than 1% of the human genome (Takeda et al., 2002). 

GPCRs are responsible for the majority of transmembrane signal transduction in 

response to hormones and neurotransmitters, and are the most important target of 

clinically used drugs. 

 

 

2. Three families of GPCRs 

 

Mammalian GPCRs can be divided into three main classes according to their 

homology: I. class - rhodopsin like 

                 II. class - secretin like  

                 III. class - glutamate-metabotropic like 

The rhodopsin like class is the largest group; it includes the receptors for light 

(rhodopsin), adrenergic receptors and olfactory receptors. The second class of 

GPCRs is much smaller; it includes receptors for the gastrointestinal peptide 

hormone family (secretin, glucagons and vasoactive intestinal peptide). The third 

class contains the metabotropic glutamate receptors family, the GABAB receptors, 

the calcium-sensing receptors as well as the taste receptors. All the receptors of this 

group have a large extracellular amino terminus which plays an important role during 

ligand binding and activation (Pierce et al., 2002). Among these three families, there 

is little sequence similarity except the central core domain. All GPCRs share a 

common structure: seven transmembrane α helix domains, three intracellular loops, 
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three extracellular loops, an extracellular N-terminus and an intracellular C terminus 

(Fig. 1) (Bockaert and Pin, 1999). So far, the crystal structure was described only for 

the rhodopsin and the β-adrenergic receptor (Palczewski et al., 2000), (Rasmussen 

et al., 2007). The crystal structures confirmed the presence of 7 transmembrane α 

helix domains connected by loops. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic of typical heptahelical GPCR and ribbon drawing of rhodopsin; 
adapted from Lefkowitz RJ, NatCellBiol 2000 and Palczewski et al., Science 2000. 

 

 

 

 

3. Receptor signaling 

 

GPCRs are activated by a broad variety of ligands: photons, Ca2+, odorants, small 

molecules like amino-acids, nucleotides, peptides, as well as proteins. GPCRs 

mediate the long lasting effects of transmitters and hormones and act through 

guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G proteins) (Pierce et al., 2002).  
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3.1 Heterotrimeric G-proteins 

 

G proteins are heterotrimeric proteins comprising α, β and γ subunits. In the inactive 

state, Gβγ subunits are bound to the Gα-GDP (the Gβγ dimer only dissociates under 

denaturing conditions). Agonist activation of GPCRs mediates the conformational 

changes within the receptor and G-proteins which leads to the release of GDP from 

Gα and the binding of GTP. Binding of GTP changes the conformation of the Gα 

subunit that leads to release of the Gβγ dimer (Fig. 2). Both activated Gα-GTP and 

released Gβγ transmit signals to multiple downstream effectors, such as ion 

channels, adenylyl cyclases, phosphodiesterases, and phospholipases. The latter 

are all responsible for the release of diverse intracellular second messenger 

molecules (Johnston and Siderovski, 2007) and form the first step of the transduction 

cascade stimulated by activated GPCR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 The guanine nucleotide cycle of heterotrimeric G-proteins; adapted from Johnston CA 
and Siderovski DP, Mol Pharm, 2007. 
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3.2 Families of G α-proteins 

 

According to their structural and functional homologies G-proteins are divided into 

four groups: Gαs, Gαi/o, Gαq and Gα12/13 (Simon et al., 1991), (Offermanns, 2003). 

GPCRs have the ability to couple to one or more of the G-protein subunits from 

different families, thus allowing selective activation of different signaling cascade 

(Daaka et al., 1997).  

Table 1 summarizes the principal effectors of the different Gα-protein families: 

 

G-proteins  effectors references 

Gαs family 

Gαs 

Gαolf 

 

↑ adenylyl cyclase 

calcium channels 

c-Src tyrosine kinase 

 

(Sunahara et al., 1996), (Ma 

et al., 2000) 

Gαi/o family 

Gαi 

Gαo 

Gαz 

 

↓ adenylyl cyclase 

muscarinic K+ channel 

regulator of G-protein 

signaling (RGS) proteins  

 

(Sunahara et al., 1996), 

(Sowell et al., 1997), (Meng 

et al., 1999) 

Gαq family 

Gαq 

Gα11 

Gα14/15/16 

 

↑ phospholipase C 

leukemia-associated Rho-

specific guanine nucleotide 

exchange factor (LARG 

RhoGEF) 

 

(Smrcka et al., 1991), 

(Chikumi et al., 2002) 

Gα12/13 family 

Gα12 

Gα13 

 

c-Jun N-terminal kinase 

Na+/H+ exchanger 

phospholipase D 

RhoGEF 

LARG Ras GTPase-

activating protein 

 

(Buhl et al., 1995), 

(Dhanasekaran and Dermott, 

1996), (Fromm et al., 1997), 

(Plonk et al., 1998), (Hart et 

al., 1998) 

 

Table 1  Principal effectors of Gα-protein  
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4. Receptor desensitization 

 

In 1975, Kebabian et al. showed that prolonged exposure of the pineal β-adrenergic 

receptor to its agonist results in a marked decrease in the intensity of the response 

observed following subsequent receptor stimulation (Kebabian et al., 1975). This 

phenomenon is called receptor desensitization and it is a common feature of GPCRs. 

Receptor desensitization participates to the fast development of tolerance to many 

clinically used drugs, such as the antalgic opioid, morphine (Zuo, 2005). 

Receptor desensitization can be divided into four successive steps (Fig. 3): 

 

I. receptor phosphorylation                                                                                            

II. β-arrestin binding 

III. receptor sequestration 

IV. receptor recycling/degradation    

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Schematic of GPCR desensitization; adapted from Pierce KL et al, Nature Rev, 2002      

 

I. 

II.  III. 

IV. 
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4.1 Receptor phosphorylation 

 

This first step of desensitization is receptor phosphorylation by G-protein coupled 

receptor kinase (GRK) or second messenger dependent protein kinase (e.g. protein 

kinase A, protein kinase C). Conformational changes of receptor following agonist 

binding are important to release of G-protein subunits and necessary to activate 

GRKs which phosphorylate specific serine and threonin residues located in the 

carboxyl terminal and/or third intracellular loop of GPCRs (Premont et al., 1995). 

GRKs are encoded by a small family of seven genes (for review see (Pitcher et al., 

1998)). Five GRKs are located in the plasma membrane, near the activated receptor: 

GRK1, 4 and 6 are covalently attached to the plasma membrane by their carboxyl 

terminus (Inglese et al., 1992), (Stoffel et al., 1994), (Premont et al., 1996); GKR5 is 

associated with the membrane through a positively charged domain within its 

carboxyl terminus (Pitcher et al., 1996) and GRK7 due to CAAX sequence at its C-

terminus (Weiss et al., 1998). GRK2 and 3 are mainly located in the cellular cytosol.  

The localization of GKRs is summarized in Table 2: 

 

GRKs localization 

GRK1 plasma membrane, covalent bond 

GRK2 cellular cytosol 

GRK3 cellular cytosol 

GRK4 plasma membrane, covalent bond 

GRK5 plasma membrane, polar bond 

GRK6 plasma membrane, covalent bond 

GRK7 plasma membrane, CAAX binding sequence  

 

Table 2   Subcellular localization of GRKs. 

 

 

 

GRK2 and 3 only bind to the membrane for a short period of time after GPCRs 

activation (Pitcher et al., 1995). To be recruited to the plasma membrane, GRK2 and 

3 have to bind βγ subunits of G-protein (Pitcher et al., 1992). GRK2 and 3 have been 
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shown to have an ability to reduce the GPCR signaling by sequestering the α subunit 

of G-protein and preventing its coupling to its effectors (Sallese et al., 2000b). 

GRKs are also regulated by other kinases (Fig. 4). For instance, the ability of GRK2 

to bind to the membrane and to phosphorylate receptors is directly regulated by 

mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK). MAPK mediates the phosphorylation which 

rapidly returns GKR2 to inactive state (Pitcher et al., 1999).  

PKA and PKC directly induce GPCRs desensitization by receptor phosphorylation 

but it has been also shown that PKA and PKC can affect the GPCRs desensitization 

by phosphorylation of GKR2. PKA phosphorylates GKR2 at serine 685 which 

increase its binding affinity for βγ subunits of G-protein. Binding of GKR2 to βγ 

subunits of G-protein leads to its attachment to the plasma membrane and forms a 

complex with the activated receptor. Phosphorylation of GKR2 increases its 

recruitment to the plasma membrane rather than increasing its specific activity of 

kinase (Winstel et al., 1996), (Cong et al., 2001). 

GRK5 phosphorylation by PKC leads to inhibition of its activity rather than the 

translocation to the plasma membrane. Thus, phosphorylation of GKR2 and GKR5 

result in opposite effects on their activity. In fact, the GKR5 phosphorylation by PKC 

has the same effect as inactivation of GKR2 by MAPK phosphorylation (Pronin and 

Benovic, 1997).  

GKRs can also regulate GPCRs though the tyrosine kinase c-Src. After stimulation of 

β2 adrenergic receptor (β2AR), GRK2 is phosphorylated at several tyrosine residues 

by c-Src (Sarnago et al., 1999). This phosphorylation is dependent on the ability of β-

arrestin to bind to and recruit c-Src to the receptor (Penela et al., 2001). 

Phosphorylation of GKR2 by c-Src kinase rapidly and transiently increases GKR2 

activity promoting fast GPCR desensitization. The tyrosine phosphorylation of GKR2 

also promotes its degradation by ubiquitin/proteosome pathway (Penela et al., 2001). 

GRKs are further regulated by calcium sensing proteins: increase of calcium 

concentration activates calcium sensor proteins which interact with GRKs (Sallese et 

al., 2000a); the widely expressed calcium sensor calmodulin inhibits the activity of all 

GRKs except GRK1 (Chuang et al., 1996).   

The feedback mechanism for GPCRs desensitization is based on agonist activation 

of GPCR which mediate production of second messengers that generate activation of 

second messenger dependent protein kinase: protein kinase A (PKA) is activated by 

cAMP, protein kinase C (PKC) is activated by diacylglycerol and calcium/calmodulin 
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activated kinase by IP3-induced calcium mobilization. These kinases are responsible 

for a decrease of GPCRs signaling and a reduction of second messenger production 

(Benovic et al., 1985), (Roth et al., 1991).  

It has been proposed, based on the example of β2 adrenergic receptor, that PKA 

mediated phosphorylation of the receptor does not only serve for its desensitization 

but also to “switch” the coupling of this receptor from Gs to Gi and to initiate a new set 

of downstream signaling events (Daaka et al., 1997). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Regulation of GPCR desensitization by GRKs; activity of GRKs can be 
regulated by its phosphorylation; adapted from Kohout TA and Lefkowitz RT, Mol Pharm, 2003. 

 

 

4.2 β-arrestin binding 

 

GRKs specific phosphorylation promotes the binding of arresting proteins (e.g. β-

arrestin) to GPCR. Binding of β-arrestin to GPCRs uncouples the receptor from its G-

protein by preventing the receptor-G-protein interaction (Ferguson et al., 1996). 

Four arrestin genes have been identified: arrestin 1 and x-arrestin are expressed in 

retina rods and cones; β-arrestin 1 and β-arrestin 2 are ubiquitously expressed in the 

cytoplasm while β-arrestin 2 is also found in nuclei (for review see (Lefkowitz, 2007)). 

β-arrestin 1 and β-arrestin 2 mediate desensitization of most GPCRs with the notable 

exception of rhodopsin (Lohse et al., 1990).  

β-arrestins contain two main domains (N- and C- terminus) and are made up from β 

sheets connected by loops, plus one short α helix (Fig. 5) (Granzin et al., 1998). β-

arrestin 1 and 2 have 78% amino acid sequence homology which give them the 
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ability to functionally substitute to each other (Conner et al., 1997), (Bohn et al., 

1999). Nevertheless, for certain receptors the internalization is mediated by only one 

type of β-arrestin,(e.g. β2AR internalization needs β-arrestin 2) (Kohout et al., 2001). 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 A ribbon diagram of β-arrestin 2; adapted from Moor CA et al., Annu. Rev. Physiol., 2007. 

 

 

In the cytosol, β-arrestins are predominantly in the phosphorylated state: β-arrestin1 

is phosphorylated by the extracellular signal-regulated kinase ERK1/2 while β-

arrestin 2 phosphorylation is mediated by casein kinase II (Lin et al., 1999), (Kim et 

al., 2002b). Upon GPCR stimulation, β-arrestins are recruited to the plasma 

membrane. Binding of β-arrestins to activated receptor promotes β-arrestin 

dephosphorylation as well as conformational changes that unmask both clathrin and 

clathrin adapter protein (AP2) binding sites (Xiao et al., 2004). β-arrestin 1 and 2 

interact with clathrin and AP2 specifically and with high affinity (Kim and Benovic, 

2002). 

GPCRs can be divided into two groups (A and B) according to their interaction with β-

arrestins.  

 N-domain C-domain 
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Class A receptors (e.g. β2AR) undergo fast endocytosis after their internalization and 

β-arrestin is quickly released after receptor targeting to the clathrin-coated pits. Class 

A receptors are rapidly recycled and resensitized rather than degraded. 

In marked contrast, class B receptors (e.g. Angiotensin II type 1A receptor) are 

bound to β-arrestin much longer and stronger. After receptor recruitment to the 

clathrin-coated pits, β-arrestin remains bound to the receptor on the surface of 

endocytic vesicles. Class B receptors are recycled poorly and slowly and are 

generally targeted for degradation (Oakley et al., 2000) (Fig.6).  

 

 

Fig. 6 GPCRs can be divided into two groups according to the interaction with β-
arrestins; adapted from Drake MT et al., Circ Res 2006 

 
 
 
Targeting of GPCRs to clathrin-coated pits and the desensitization of G-protein-

dependent signaling pathways are not the only functions of β-arrestins. They also 

participate to G-protein-independent cellular signaling (Fig. 7). β-arrestins function as  

scaffolds for several signaling pathways: β-arrestin1 recruits  c-Src to β2AR which 

then mediates ERK activation (Daaka et al., 1998), (Luttrell et al., 1999).  

It has also been show that agonist receptor activation (e.g. Angiotensin II type 1A 

receptor) leads to a formation of β-arrestin 2, MEK1 (MAPK kinase), ERK1/2 and 

Raf1 (MEK1,2 kinase) signaling complex (Luttrell et al., 2001).  
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Other MAP kinases which are activated by β-arrestin signaling pathway are JNK3 

and p38 (McDonald et al., 2000), (Sun et al., 2002). β-arrestins are also involved in a 

signaling of phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase, its important downstream target is Akt 

(protein kinase B) which promote cellular survival and prevent apoptosis (Povsic et 

al., 2003), (Goel and Baldassare, 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 β-arrestin function as scaffolding molecule; adapted from Pierce KL et al, Nature Rev, 

2002      

 

Furthermore, β-arrestins regulate nuclear processes like transcription of mRNA. β-

arrestins bind to the IκBα, protein that bind to NFκB (transcription factor involved in 

apoptosis, cell proliferation and inflammation) and inhibits its translocation to nucleus 

and its activity (Witherow et al., 2004). β-arrestin 1, contrary to β-arrestin2, is located 

in the nucleus where it directly binds to promoters of several genes e.g. c-fos, p27 

(Kang et al., 2005).   

 

 

4.3 Receptor sequestration 

 

The third step in the process of receptor desensitization is its sequestration from the 

cell surface. Clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) are responsible for the uptake of most 

plasma membrane receptors; although other mechanisms of receptors endocytosis 

have been described (e.g. caveolae-dependent internalization). 
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4.3.1 Clathrin-dependent internalization 

 

Contrary to caveolae-dependent internalization, also called lipid rafts-dependent, 

CCPs are excluded from lipid rafts. Clathrin-coated pits are composed of clathrin 

heavy and light chain molecules that form a polymeric lattice and of many other 

regulated proteins (for review see (Wolfe and Trejo, 2007)). The most important 

regulated protein is AP2 which is responsible for CCP assembly. At first, AP2 is 

recruited to the plasma membrane creating nucleate site that mediates clathrin 

assembly and the formation of clathrin lattice. Continuous incorporation of clathrin 

and AP2 creates an invagination which is finally cut out by the GTPase activated 

dynamin (Ricotta et al., 2002) (Fig. 8).  

AP2 is a heterotetrameric complex consisting of two large α and β2 subunits and two 

smaller µ2 and σ2. The α subunit of AP2 binds to phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-

bisphosphate and localises AP2 on the plasma membrane (Honing et al., 2005). The 

β2 subunit binds to a clathrin heavy chain and µ2 and σ2 subunits are responsible for 

the recruitment of cargo.  

 

 
 

Fig. 8 Formation of clathrin-coated pits; adapted from Garland publishing, 1998     

  

Receptors bear specific motifs on their cytoplasmic domains that are required for 

CCPs binding and internalization. The two main motifs are a tyrosine base motif 

typical for transferrine receptor (recognised by µ2 subunit of AP2) and a dileucine 

motif found in the cytoplasmic tails of immune receptors (recognised by α/σ2 subunits 
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and β2 subunit) (Marks et al., 1996), (Doray et al., 2007). The affinity of AP2 for 

tyrosine based motifs is enhanced by phosphorylation of µ2 subunit mediated by 

AP2-associated kinase (Ricotta et al., 2002). 

AP2 associates with many other proteins that can be divided into two groups: 

proteins involved in CCPs and clathrin-coated vesicles formation (epsins, clathrin 

assembly lymphoid myeloid leukaemia protein (CALM)/AP180, huntington-interacting 

protein1 (HIP1), HIP1 related protein) and alternative adaptors involved in the 

recognition and sorting of specific cargos (disabled 2, β arrestins, numb, stonin) 

(Traub, 2003), (Maldonado-Baez and Wendland, 2006).    

GPCRs can be internalized through CCPs by different mechanisms. In many cases 

activated receptors are phosphorylated by GRKs and arrestin binding is necessary 

for endocytosis. However, some unactivated GPCRs are constitutively internalized 

via CCPs, independently of phosphorylation and arrestin binding (e.g. protease-

activated receptor 1, GPCR for thrombin and the tromboxane-A2β receptor) (Parent 

et al., 2001), (Paing et al., 2002). This suggests that different GPCR conformation 

states require different endocytic machineries for their internalization.  

The activated GPCRs are targeted to the pre-existing CCPs rather than initiate the 

“de novo” formation of CCPs (Scott et al., 2002). CCPs exhibit limited mobility within 

the plasma membrane and form repeatedly at defined sites. Thus GPCRs are 

mobilized towards the pre-existing CCPs after agonist activation, (Santini et al., 

2002).  

Recent work (Puthenveedu and von Zastrow, 2006) confirms that CCPs are not a 

uniform population: they differ in their functional properties. The CCP surface 

residency time is regulated by the GPCR cargo through PDZ dependent linkage to 

the actin cytoskeleton. Two types of CCPs have been described: short lived CCPs 

that are internalized right after completion of clathrin assembly (within 60s, GPCR 

without PDZ domain) and long lived CCPs with PDZ-interacting GPCR that showed 

delayed recruitment of dynamin.   

 

4.3.2 Caveolae-dependent internalization 

 

The best described clathrin-independent internalization process is caveolae-

mediated. Many receptors, signaling molecules and membrane transporters co-
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localise with caveolae (for review see (Pelkmans and Helenius, 2002).  Caveolae are 

non-coated plasma membrane invaginations 50 to 80 nm in diameter, rich in 

cholesterol and sphingolipid (YAMADA, 1955). They associate with a cholesterol-

binding protein called caveolin1, the expression of which is essential for caveolae 

vesicle formation (Fig. 9) (Fra et al., 1995). Caveolin1 is a scaffolding protein which 

oligomerizes at the plasma membrane. Its movements on the cell surface are 

restricted by its interactions with actin and filamin (actin binding protein) (Monier et 

al., 1995). Due to the caveolin1 stabilisation by actin cytoskeleton and cholesterol, 

caveolaes are highly immobile at the plasma membrane (Thomsen et al., 2002). 

Another important component of caveolae is the GTPase dynamin II which mediates 

the fission of caveolae from the plasma membrane and its subsequent internalization 

(Oh et al., 1998).  

Caveolae dependent endocytosis is regulated by different cellular components 

including caveolin1, cholesterol, dynamin II, regulators of actin cytoskeleton or Rac 

and RhoA GTPase (Lamaze et al., 1996). Cholesterol directly interacts with 

caveolin1 and is essential to caveolae dependent endocytosis: its disruption by 

methyl-β-cyclodextrin, nystatin or filipin inhibits caveolae expression (Hailstones et 

al., 1998), (Sharma et al., 2004).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Formation of caveolae; adapted from Razani B and Lisanti M     

 

Some receptors are internalized via caveolae pathway as well as clathrin-coated pits. 

The internalization mediated by caveolae pathway generally leads to a fast inhibition 
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of receptor signaling followed by a degradation of the receptor, while the clathrin-

dependent internalization promotes receptor recycling  (Di Guglielmo et al., 2003), 

(Sigismund et al., 2005). 

 

 

4.3.3 Axonal versus dendritic internalization 

 

Neuron displays two well-segregated compartments: the somatodendritic part and 

the axonal part. Axonal and somatodendritic membrane proteins are separated by a 

diffusion barrier (Winckler et al., 1999). Interestingly, the endocytic system differs in 

axons and dendrites. Dendrites and cell bodies contain large networks of early 

endosomes which receive endocytosed proteins from the somatodendritic 

compartment. On the contrary, in axons early endosomes are located only in 

presynaptic terminals and varicosities (axonal regions without synaptic contacts but 

with a group of synaptic vesicles). These results indicate that the axonal shaft of 

mature neurons is excluded of endocytic activity and internalization occurs only at 

presynaptic terminals. In mature neurons the entire dendritic plasma membrane 

shows high endocytic activity. Thus, axonal endocytosis is less efficient in 

comparison with somatodendritic endocytosis (Parton et al., 1992), (Mundigl et al., 

1993).  

 

4.4 Receptor recycling/degradation 

 

After agonist dependent receptor internalization, GPCRs are dephosphorylated and 

recycled back to the plasma membrane. For the dephosphorylation the dissociation 

of GPCR/ β-arrestin complex is necessary (Palczewski et al., 1989). 

Many additional proteins have been identified to have an important regulation 

function during postendocytic trafficking of GPCRs. The interaction of Rab5 (Ras-like 

small GTP binding proteins) with receptor on endosomes appears to be necessary 

for preventing sorting of the internalized receptor to lysosomes. Other Rab family 

proteins are also implicated in GPCR trafficking events: Rab4 and Rab11 are 

important for receptor recycling while Rab7 plays a role in a receptor sorting from 

endosomes to lysosomes (Dale et al., 2004). 
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Fig. 10 GPCRs are recycled to the plasma membrane or sorted for lysosomal 
degradation; adapted from Drake MT et al., Circ Res 2006 

 

 

Alternatively, GPCRs can be sorted for degradation through the 

endosomal/lysosomal pathway (Fig. 10). The sorting signal for degradation in 

lysosomes is agonist stimulated ubiquitination. Protein ubiquitination is mediated by 

three enzymes: an ubiquitin-activating enzyme, an ubiquitin-carrying enzyme and an 

ubiquitin ligase. It has been demonstrated for β2 adrenergic receptor that the agonist 

stimulated ubiquitination is regulated by β-arrestin that directly interact with an 

ubiquitin ligase (Shenoy et al., 2001).  

 

 

5. Constitutive activity of GPCRs 

 

The first GPCR shown to express constitutive activity was the delta opioid peptide 

receptor (Costa and Herz, 1989). The majority of GPCRs have since been shown to 

exhibit spontaneous activity. For constitutively active receptors the equilibrium 

between active and inactive conformation is shifted towards activation even in the 

absence of agonist ligands. In other words, constitutively active GPCRs are able to 

activate their signaling cascade without direct activation by agonist (Milligan, 2003). 
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Antagonist ligands that inhibit such basal activation by stabilizing receptor in the 

inactive conformation are called inverse agonists (Milligan and Bond, 1997). Contrary 

to inverse agonist, neutral antagonist inhibits the binding of both agonist and inverse 

agonist without impacting on equilibrium between the active and inactive 

conformation states of the receptor (Kenakin, 2004). Constitutively active GPCRs are 

constitutively endocytosed resulting in a high intracellular concentration of these 

receptors. Treatment with an inverse agonist leads to an inhibition of constitutive 

endocytosis and to the sequestration of GPCR at the plasma membrane (Miserey-

Lenkei et al., 2002).  

The level of constitutive activity of a GPCR can be influenced by a single point amino 

acid mutation. For instance, the substitution of alanine amino acid for leucine in the 

cytosolic extension of helix six of alpha1- adrenergic receptor leads to a higher 

constitutive activity in comparison to wild type receptor (Cotecchia et al., 1990). 

Spontaneously occurring mutations of GPCRs that alter their basal activity are 

responsible for a number of human diseases such as familial male precocious 

puberty, familial hyperthyroidism, retinitis pigmentosa or diabetes insipidus (Kosugi et 

al., 1995), (Parnot et al., 2002). Although the constitutive activity of GPCRs is a well 

described phenomenon, its physiological functions are still not thoroughly 

understood. 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

GPCRs play an essential role in the signal transduction of a broad variety of ligands. 

They represent the largest group of surface receptors and participate to extremely 

diverse physiological functions. GPCRs undergo the cycle of trafficking which is an 

effective mechanism to finely regulate signal magnitude and duration. The detail 

understanding of GPCRs desensitization, internalization, recycling and degradation 

will help developing more selective and efficient therapeutic drugs. 

In the next chapter I will focus on the most abundant GPCR in the central nervous 

system – the cannabinoid receptor type I (CB1R).   
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II. Cannabinoid type 1 receptor  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The cannabinoid receptor (CBR) mediates the majority of the psychotropic and 

behavioural effects of Cannabis sativa and its main psychoactive ingredient ∆9 – 

tetrahydrocannabinol (∆9–THC) (Devane et al., 1988a). The remarkable physiological 

and psychological effects of Cannabis sativa were already well described by the 

ancient Indian and Chinese physicians in the second century BC. These effects, 

which in humans include a variable combination of euphoria, relaxation, reflex 

tachycardia and hypothermia, are mainly produced by the ∆9 –THC present in the 

resin that covers the leaves and flower clusters of the ripe female plant (Fig. 11) 

(Freund et al., 2003). 

Although the effect of marijuana is known for centuries, the cannabinoid-sensitive 

sites in the brain were discovered only recently. In 1990, the cannabinoid receptor 

type 1 was molecularly cloned from rat brain (Fig. 11) (Matsuda et al., 1990) and 

three years later a second receptor, the CB2R, was identified (Munro et al., 1993). 

CB1R is considered as the main neuronal cannabinoid receptor. CB2R is primarily 

expressed in immune cells, although it has been also found in the brainstem (Van 

Sickle et al., 2005).   

 

 

Fig. 11 Sequence of the human CB1 receptor and an illustrative drawing of Cannabis 
sativa; adapted from McAllister SD et al., BiochPharm, 2002 and Köhler FE 
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2. Localization of CB1 receptor 

 

CB1R is a member of the rhodopsin superfamily of the heptahelical GPCR (Fig. 12) 

and it is the most abundant GPCR expressed in the brain (Herkenham et al., 1990). 

The highest concentration was detected in basal ganglia (especially in the substantia 

nigra pars reticulata and globubus pallidus) and in the hippocampus, cerebellum and 

cortex (Fig. 12). Smaller amounts of CB1R were also detected in thalamus, 

hypothalamus, midbrain, medulla and spinal cord (Herkenham et al., 1990), (Tsou et 

al., 1998). High densities in forebrain and cerebellum implicate important role of 

cannabinoids in cognition and movement. 

In most forebrain areas, including the anterior olfactory nucleus, the hippocampal 

formation, the neocortex and basolateral as well as the cortical amygdaloid nuclei, 

CB1Rs are primarily expressed on the axon terminals of cholecystokinin positive 

GABAergic interneurons (Tsou et al., 1999), (Katona et al., 1999), (Katona et al., 

2001). 

 

 

 
Fig. 12 Expression of CB1 receptor in rat brain; the highest concentration of CB1R 
was detected in basal ganglia, hippocampus, cerebellum and cortex; adapted from C. 
Kearn & K. Mackie 
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CB1Rs are not only present on GABAergic interneurons but they also have important 

regulatory functions on glutamatergic terminals. The CB1 receptor mediated 

reduction of glutamate release has been reported in nucleus accumbens (Robbe et 

al., 2001), striatum (Gerdeman et al., 2002a), olfactory cortex (Whalley et al., 2004), 

lateral amygdala (Azad et al., 2003), ventral tegmental area (Melis et al., 2004), 

hippocampus and cerebellum (Kawamura et al., 2006). 

In vivo, CB1Rs are rarely found in the synaptic active zone. They are rather enriched 

in the perisynaptic annulus, where they could directly influence calcium channels. 

There is no difference in the distribution and density of CB1R on the axon terminals 

originating from different types of interneurons establishing synapses on the 

dendrites or soma of pyramidal neurons in the stratum radiatum. This indicates that 

CB1R-mediated inhibition of transmitter release is probably similar among different 

types of axon terminals, assuming that they are activated by the same type of ligands 

(Nyiri et al., 2005).  

Similarly, in cultured hippocampal neurons CB1Rs are predominantly expressed on 

the axonal plasma membrane, but also found in somatodendritic compartment of 

GABAergic interneurons (Leterrier et al., 2006). The polarized distribution of CB1Rs 

on the surface of neuronal plasma membrane is probably caused by the more 

effective endocytosis on somatodendritic membrane in comparison with axonal 

structures. The precise mechanisms of preferential endocytosis of CB1R within the 

somatodendritic compartment are not well understood (McDonald et al., 2007). 

Several papers have indicated the postsynaptic localization of CB1R (Rodriguez et 

al., 2001a), (Salio et al., 2002), however it was not clearly proved that dendritic or 

somatic CB1Rs are located on the surface of plasma membrane. It is possible and 

likely that the CB1Rs detected postsynapticly represent newly synthesized and 

degradated receptors (Freund et al., 2003).  

CB1 receptors are also expressed by glial cells, although their exact function is not 

understood. Astrocytes, microglia and oligodendrocytes have been indicated to 

express CB1R (Rodriguez et al., 2001a), (Guzman, 2003), (Arevalo-Martin et al., 

2003) (Carrier et al., 2004) .  
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3. Desensitization and internalization of CB1 recep tor 

 

Chronic administration of cannabinoid agonist produces tolerance to cannabinoid-

mediated effects. Thus, increase doses of the drug are necessary to generate the 

same cellular response. The mechanisms for the cellular adaptation to long-term 

cannabinoid treatment include receptor desensitization and decrease of the number 

of surface CB1Rs (Fan et al., 1994). This has been well described in cannabis users 

and animal and cellular models (Lichtman and Martin, 2005), (Gonzalez et al., 2005). 

 

 

3.1 CB1R desensitization 

 

The first molecular mechanism for CB1R desensitization was described by Dill and 

Howlett in 1988. They found that the inhibition of cAMP accumulation is reduced in 

response to chronic ∆9 –THC treatment. 

Studies in hippocampal neurons and Xenopus oocyte expression system have 

demonstrated that CB1R activation leads to a release of Gβγ and subsequent 

receptor phosphorylation by GRK3 at specific residues of C-terminus. β-arrestin 2 

binds to the CB1R and uncoupling it from G protein mediated signal transduction 

pathway (Jin et al., 1999), (Kouznetsova et al., 2002). This suggests that CB1Rs 

undergo the general pathway of GPCRs desensitization.  

The CB1R tolerance is exhibited by receptor down-regulation and attenuation of G-

protein activation measured by radiolabeled GTPγS (Sim et al., 1996). Using the 

same method, Breivogel et al. demonstrated that chronic treatment of rats with ∆9 –

THC produced time-dependent and region-specific down-regulation and 

desensitization of CB1R (Breivogel et al., 1999). Downregulation occurs more rapidly 

and with greater magnitude in the hippocampus and cerebellum compared with 

striatum (Fig. 13).  

Further, the cannabinoid-induced CB1R desensitization persists for a long time after 

the termination of long-term drug treatment. Mice were treated with ∆9 –THC or 

WIN55,212,2 for 15 days. The number of CB1Rs and efficacy of G-protein activation 

return to control levels within 3 to 7 days in striatum/globus pallidus, while in 
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hippocampus these levels remained decreased for 14 days after the termination of 

treatment (Sim-Selley et al., 2006).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 Comparison of cannabinoid-stimulated [35S]GTPγS binding and CB1R 
binding [3H]WIN55,212,2; adapted from Breivogel CS et al., J. Neurochem, 1999 

 

 

Three days treatment with ∆9 –THC is enough to induce CB1R uncoupling from its G-

proteins and CB1R down-regulation. A unique in vivo exposure to THC is sufficient to 

efficiently functionally desensitize synaptic CB1R and abolish endocannabinoid-

mediated plasticity in the hippocampus and the nucleus accumbens. However, CB1R 

internalization or uncoupling is not underlying this reversible loss of function 

suggesting that additional phenomenon participate to CB1R agonist-mediated 

desensitization (Mato et al., 2004). 

Further, Mato et al. showed that at prefrontal cortex – nucleus accumbens synapses 

the prolonged ∆9 –THC treatment impairs CB1R function and that the eCB-mediated 

long-term depression (LTD) is replaced/resaved by mGluR2/3 dependent LTD (Mato 
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et al., 2005). The authors postulated that Gi/o proteins normally sequestered by CB1R 

are available for coupling with mGluR2/3 after CB1R desensitization.    

Jin et al. found that the processes of internalization and desensitization of CB1R are 

clearly dissociated. The CB1R in which the putative GRK phosphorylation sites (418-

439) had been deleted still internalized.  Phosphorylation of this region is likely 

involved in GRK3 dependent desensitization (Jin et al., 1999). On the contrary, the 

residues 460-464 are necessary for internalization and β-arrestin 2 binding but are 

not required for desensitization of CB1R (Fig. 14) (Hsieh et al., 1999), (Daigle et al., 

2008b).  

 

 

Fig. 14 C-terminus of CB1R with marked residues important for internalization, 
desensitization and G-proteins coupling; adapted from Murphy JW and Kendall DA, Bioch Pharm, 
2003 

 

 

It is proposed that phosphorylation enhances CB1R down-regulation. It has been 

indicated that PKA is involved in agonist mediated CB1R tolerance. The PKA 

inhibitor reversed tolerance to all measured effects of ∆9 –THC in mice. These data 

suggest that PKA activity has a major role in ∆9 –THC-mediated tolerance (Lee et al., 

(460-463) 

(418-439) 

(341-342, 401-417) 
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2003). However, the exact mechanism of PKA regulation is not known. Acute 

administration of ∆9 –THC leads to a decrease of cAMP synthesis and decrease of 

PKA activity. On the contrary, chronic ∆9 –THC exposure enhances AC activity and 

increases cAMP level and PKA activity. The authors hypothesised that PKA 

constitutively phosphorylates CB1Rs that have been internalized. The compensatory 

increase in PKA activity during the chronic ∆9 –THC treatment could lead to an 

increase level of phosphorylated CB1Rs in the cytosol and protect receptors from 

recycling back to the plasma membrane. This continued phosphorylation may 

promote the receptor down-regulation (Lee et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, in primary cultured neurons, low endocytotic agonists like ∆9 THC or 

anandamide induce a greater CB1R desensitization in comparison with high 

endocytotic agonists WIN 55,212,2, CP55940 or 2-arachidonoylglycerol. This 

indicates that the endocytotic effectiveness of cannabinoids seems to be negatively 

correlated with the development of receptor desensitization (Wu et al., 2008).    

 

 

3.2 CB1R internalization 

 

As mentioned above, prolonged exposure to cannabinoids results in down-regulation 

of CB1Rs. The exact mechanism of this phenomenon is not known. It is suggested 

that lost of receptors is due to increase of receptor degradation or decrease of CB1R 

synthesis. Recent data indicates that 2h treatment of HEK293 cell expressing CB1R 

and primary cultured neurons with both anandamide and WIN55,212,2 result in 

CB1R internalization followed by degradation in lysosomes. This process is regulated 

by GPCR-associated sorting protein (GASP1) (Martini et al., 2007). 

The change in the level of mRNA only occurred in a few regions (Zhuang et al., 

1998) showing that regulation of transcription is not the main mechanism of CB1R 

down-regulation (Sim-Selley et al., 2006). 

In rat cultured hippocampal neurons, the number of surface CB1Rs is highly 

decreased following treatment with the cannabinoid agonist WIN 55,212,2. After 1 h 

agonist incubation, the number of surface CB1Rs was significantly reduced and the 

maximal desensitizing effect was reached at 16 h. This internalization process is G 

protein αi and αo subunits independent (Coutts et al., 2001). 
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In the Xenopus oocyte expression system and in CB1R expressing AtT20 cells, it has 

been shown that internalization of CB1R occurs via clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) in a 

dynamin-dependent manner and does not require activated G protein αi, αo or αs 

subunits. Furthermore, after short agonist exposure (20 min) receptors rapidly 

recycle to the cell surface, while after prolonged agonist incubation (90 min), CB1Rs 

are down-regulated and new protein synthesis is required for receptor recovery. 

Endosomal acidification and receptor dephosphorylation are also necessary for 

CB1R recycling (Hsieh et al., 1999).  

The recent publication by Wu et al. (Wu et al., 2008) concludes that CB1Rs 

transfected in HEK293 are not only internalized via CCPs but also through 

caveolae/lipid rafts dependent endocytosis and that internalized receptors are 

predominantly recycled back to the plasma membrane. This finding is supported by 

the fact that CB1R is colocalized with caveolin1 in rat C6 glioma cells (Bari et al., 

2008).   

 

 

3.3 Constitutive activity of CB1 receptor 

 

The majority of GPCRs exhibit constitutive activity. These receptors are able to 

activate their signaling cascade without direct activation by agonist. CB1Rs also 

display a significant level of constitutive activity thus the equilibrium between their 

active and inactive conformation is shifted towards activation even in the absence of 

agonist ligands (Landsman et al., 1997). A relationship between constitutive activity 

and constitutive recycling has been proposed: CB1Rs transfected in HEK-293 cells 

are predominantly localized in intracellular vesicles. Intracellular receptors are mostly 

of endocytic origin, they do not show colocalization with neosynthesis or degradative 

pathways. This indicates that CB1R permanently and constitutively cycles between 

the plasma membrane and endosomes (Leterrier et al., 2004). 3 h incubation with 

agonist WIN55,212,2 leads to complete endocytosis of CB1Rs localized at the 

plasma membrane. Contrary, incubation with AM281- CB1R antagonist with strong 

inverse agonist activity- induces translocation of intracellular CB1Rs toward the 

plasma membrane. The effect of inverse agonist was mimicked by blocking 

endocytosis without interfering with recycling (using methyl-β-cyclodextrin) and 
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blocked by inhibition of the recycling process (monensin). Finally, the authors 

showed that the CB1R constitutive endocytosis is Rab5-dependent, whereas 

constitutive recycling is mediated by Rab4 (Leterrier et al., 2004). 

Similar experiments were performed in primary cultured hippocampal neurons to 

demonstrate that constitutive recycling of CB1R is restricted to the somatodendritic 

compartment, and that it causes a polarized surface distribution of CB1R. Thus, the 

majority of surface receptors are localized on the axon and endocytosis is driven by 

constitutive activity. Treatment with the CB1R inverse agonist AM281 leads to a 

redistribution of surface CB1R localization, as there was a specific increase of 

surface CB1R in the somatodendritic compartment. The authors proposed a model in 

which the majority of newly synthesized CB1Rs are first delivered to the 

somatodendritic plasma membrane, from where they are rapidly removed by AM281-

sensitive constitutive endocytosis before being delivered to axons. According to the 

authors’ hypothesis this process is required for proper axonal targeting (Leterrier et 

al., 2006). 

It is important to emphasize that the results of McDonald et al. are in disagreement 

with the data and the hypothesis of Lenkei’s group. Using the same model, 

McDonald et al. showed that preferential constitutive endocytosis in the 

somatodendritic compartment drives CB1R surface axonal polarization but that this 

process is independent on constitutive activity (McDonald et al., 2007). 

The discrepancy between Lenkei’s and Irving’s groups could be explained by 

inappropriate CB1R C-terminus tagged constructs that could increase the level of 

constitutive activity. Differences in the culture conditions could also influence the 

expression of CB1Rs.  

A recent paper has reported the discovery of two CB1R interacting proteins (CRIP1a 

and CRIP1b) that bind to the last 9 amino acids of the C-terminus of CB1R. Both 

proteins are generated by alternative splicing of one gene. CRIP1a is expressed in 

the brain and found in all vertebrates, while CRIP1b is specific for primates.  Neither 

CRIP1a nor CRIP1b alter expression, affinity and agonist-dependent signaling of 

CB1R. However, CRIP1a, but not CRIP1b, attenuated CB1R-mediated constitutive 

inhibition of Ca2+ channels. The mechanism of CRIP1a function is not known 

(Niehaus et al., 2007).  
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3.4 Trafficking of tagged CB1 receptor 

 

Recently published data indicate that the trafficking and the subcellular localization of 

CB1Rs are affected by both receptor tagging and its overexpression (Rozenfeld and 

Devi, 2008). C-terminal tagging of CB1R leads to enhancement of cell surface 

expression and the subsequent constitutive endocytosis of these receptors in 

HEK293 and Neuro2A cells as well as in primary hippocampal neurons (Rozenfeld 

and Devi, 2008). Further, the authors demonstrate that endogenous CB1Rs are not 

of endocytic origin. Instead, CB1Rs associate with the adaptor protein AP3 which 

leads to their trafficking to the late endosomes/lysosomes. Finally, they have shown 

that CB1R in the late endosomal/lysosomal compartments couple with heterotrimeric 

G proteins and are able to mediate signal transduction (Rozenfeld and Devi, 2008). 

This paper pointed out an important aspect of tagged constructs. In my opinion, this 

problem is not specific for CB1Rs. These findings strongly suggest that controls such 

as comparison with endogenous proteins should be performed all the time using 

tagged constructs. 

 

 

 

4. CB1 receptor dimerization 

 

GPCRs can exist and function as dimers (Mackie, 2005). Similarly to many GPCRs, 

CB1 receptors classically form homodimers. This has been shown using an antibody 

specifically recognizes dimerized receptors as well as by co-immunoprecipitation 

(Wager-Miller et al., 2002), (Hajos et al., 2000a).  

Remarkably, CB1R also exists as a heterodimers. CB1 and D2 receptors form an 

associated receptor complex that profoundly changes the CB1R signaling. 

Simultaneous activation of D2 and CB1 receptors, expressed in HEK 293 cells, 

results in the receptor complex binding to αs subunit of G protein and an increase of 

the level of cAMP (Kearn et al., 2005).  

Another receptor that forms heterodimer with CB1R is the orexin 1 receptor.  Co-

expression of CB1 and orexin 1 receptors in HEK 293 cells resulted in both receptors 
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displaying the spontaneous internalization phenotype, while the orexin 1 receptor 

itself is internalized only after agonist exposure (Ellis et al., 2006).  

CB1 and µ opioid receptors colocalization has been detected in dendritic spines in 

the caudate putamen, in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord and in nucleus accumbens 

(Rodriguez et al., 2001b), (Salio et al., 2001), (Pickel et al., 2004). At the same time, 

two groups identified functional interaction between CB1 and µ opioid receptors: in 

the core of rat nucleus accumbens, naloxone (an antagonist of the µ opioid receptor) 

blocks the antagonistic action of SR141716A (an antagonist of CB1R) at CB1R 

mediating inhibition of glutamate and GABA release. Conversely, SR141716A 

abolishes the antagonistic action of naloxone at the µ opioid receptor (Schoffelmeer 

et al., 2006). In HEK 293 cell expressing both receptors, µ opioid receptor mediated 

signaling is attenuated by the CB1R agonist. This effect is reciprocal (Rios et al., 

2006).  

GPCRs may form heterodimers to obtain a supplemental mechanism for receptor 

signaling cascades regulation.  

 

 

 

5. CB1 receptor signaling 

 

Contrary to classical synaptic transmission where neurotransmitters are released 

from presynaptic terminal and bind to postsynapticly localized receptors, the 

endocannabinoid system uses retrograde signaling. The increased concentration of 

Ca2+ in postsynaptic terminal, caused by intense neuronal activity, activates 

synthesis of endocannabinoids from plasma membrane phospholipids. Released 

endocanabinoids bind to CB1 receptors located presynapticly and activate G proteins 

which mediate the inhibition of adenylyl cyclase and L-, N- and P/Q type calcium 

channels, and activation of potassium channels and mitogen-activated protein kinase 

(Fig. 15) (Chevaleyre et al., 2006). 
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Fig. 15 Major signaling pathways associated with CB1R activation by agonist; adapted 
from Ameri A, Prog.Neurobio, 1999 

 

 

5.1 G protein coupling 

 

CB1R preferentially interact with pertussis toxin (PTX) sensitive Gi/o proteins. 

(Demuth and Molleman, 2006). The C-terminus of CB1R (especially the residues 

401-417) is important for this coupling (Fig. 14) (Nie and Lewis, 2001). 

In addition, CB1R binds to Gs proteins as well. Increase of intracellular cAMP was 

observed after agonist stimulation of CB1Rs expressed in cultured striatal neurons or 

in CHO cells treated with PTX (Glass and Felder, 1997). A mutated CB1R, created 

by swapping the position of two amino acids in the C-terminal region of the third 

intracellular loop (Leu341 Ala342 to Ala341 Leu342) – region important in G proteins 

interaction, shows a partial constitutive activity and an agonist-independent 

enhancement of cAMP levels via the Gs-mediated pathway (Fig. 14) (Abadji et al., 

1999).  

Furthermore, following treatment with WIN 55,212,2, the CB1 receptor coupling to 

Gq/11 proteins leads to an increase of intracellular calcium. These results suggest that 

G protein coupling to CB1R can be agonist-regulated and that different receptors 
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activated states are capable to interact with different G proteins (Lauckner et al., 

2005). 

Human CB1R, expressed in superior cervical ganglion neurons, sequesters Gi/o 

proteins from a common pool and therefore prevents the signaling by α2-adrenergic 

receptor. The signaling of α2-adrenergic receptor could be rescued by expression of 

G-protein subunits (αoB, β1, γ3) (Vasquez and Lewis, 1999). The hCB1R-dependant 

sequestration of G proteins is specific to Gi/o proteins since hCB1R failed to alter the 

signaling of VIP receptors that couple to Gs proteins (Zhu and Ikeda, 1994). These 

results suggest that CB1R may act as a dominant receptor controlling the signaling of 

other Gi/o proteins coupled receptors. Considering the abundant expression of CB1R, 

this characteristic may have a wide impact on Gi/o signaling. 

Deletion of distant C terminus of CB1R (CB1R – 417) enhances both constitutive 

activity and the ability of the receptor to sequester Gi/o proteins. In contrast, mutation 

of the highly conserved aspartate residue of the second transmembrane domain of 

CB1R into asparagine (D164N) abolished both Gi/o proteins sequestration and 

constitutive receptor activity. The authors suggested that the CB1R D164N mutation 

shifts the receptor into an inactive state uncoupled from G-proteins, while the C 

terminus deletion shifts the receptor into an active state (Nie and Lewis, 2001).  

Interestingly, the same mutation (D164N) of CB1R, stably transfect in Att20 cells, 

selectively disrupts the potentiation of inwardly rectifying potassium channel without 

affecting agonist binding, inhibition of calcium current or cAMP production (Roche et 

al., 1999).  

 

 

5.2 Regulation of adenylyl cyclase 

 

The first characterized CB1R transduction pathway was inhibition of adenylyl cyclase 

(AC) in N18TG2 cells (Howlett and Fleming, 1984). This response was blocked by 

PTX suggesting the involvement of Gi/o proteins (Howlett et al., 1986). Following this 

initial discovery, the cannabinoid-mediated inhibition of AC was described in slices of 

rat hippocampus, striatum, cerebral cortex and cerebellum (regions with the highest 

density of CB1R labeling) (Bidaut-Russell et al., 1990). In vivo activation of CB1R 

also reduced cAMP accumulation in the rat striatum (Wade et al., 2004).  
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However, it has been indicated that CB1R is also able to induced increase of cAMP 

through activation of Gs proteins (Glass and Felder, 1997;Maneuf and Brotchie, 

1997). 

Nine genes for adenylyl cyclase have been identified. Table 3 summarizes the 

principal inhibitors and activators of different isoforms and theirs localization (Patel et 

al., 2001). 

When CB1R was expressed in monkey kidney COS-7 cells together with different 

types of AC and stimulated by the WIN 55,212,2 or HU-210, inhibition of AC types I, 

V, VI and VIII was observed, while types II, IV and VII were stimulated (Rhee et al., 

1998). These results show that specific AC isoforms present in different cellular 

compartments could play an important role in the opposite effect of cannabinoids on 

adenylyl cyclase activity. For example, in globus pallidus, the brain region with the 

highest level of AC type II mRNA, CB1R activation causes the accumulation of cAMP 

(Demuth and Molleman, 2006).  

 

AC isoform activators inhibitors localisation 

ACI GSα, Ca2+/calmodulin Giα, Gβγ brain 

ACII GSα, PKC, Gβγ  brain 

ACIII GSα, Ca2+/calmodulin  brain, heart 

ACIV GSα, Gβγ  brain 

ACV GSα Giα, Ca2+ brain, heart 

ACVI GSα Giα, Ca2+ heart 

ACVII GSα, PKC, Gβγ  brain 

ACVIII GSα, Ca2+/calmodulin  brain 

ACIX GSα  skeletal muscle 

brain 

 

Table 3  Classification of mammalian ACs, adapted from Patel TB, Gene, 2001 
 

Activation of CB1R inhibits the cAMP/PKA transduction cascade and leads to a 

reduction of phosphorylation of A-type K+ channel, results in a positive shift in IA 

voltage dependence in hippocampal cultured neurons (Hampson et al., 1995).  

Recent data indicates that in hippocampus and amygdala eCB-mediated long term 

plasticity (see chapter 7, page 51), but not short term plasticity, requires inhibition of 
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cAMP/PKA signaling. In addition, the active zone protein RIM 1α that regulates 

neurotransmitter release is a mediator of this eCB-LTD (Fig. 16) (Chevaleyre et al., 

2007). 

Mato et al. has also shown that the inhibition of cAMP/PKA cascade and of P/Q-type 

Ca2+ channels is required for the expression of eCB-LTD at prefrontal cortex- nucleus 

accumbens synapses (Mato et al., 2008).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16 Schematic of eCB-mediated short and long term depression; adapted from 
Chevaleyre V, Neuron, 2007 

 

 

5.3 Regulation of mitogen-activated protein kinase 

 

The MAP kinase pathway is an important signaling mechanism that regulates many 

cellular functions such as cell growth or apoptosis. The MAP kinase signaling 

pathway is usually initiated by the activation of tyrosine kinase receptors that activate 

the intracellular G protein Ras that subsequently activates Raf (MAP kinase kinase 

kinase). Raf activates MEK (MAP kinase kinase) that phosphorylates MAP kinase. 

Finally, activated MAP kinase can phosphorylate different cytoplasmic and nuclear 

proteins (Fig. 17) (Demuth and Molleman, 2006).  
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Fig. 17  The MAP kinase pathway; adapted from Riken Bioresource centre 
 

 

In CHO cells expressing CB1R, cannabinoid agonists (HU-210 and CP 55,940) 

activate the p42/p44 MAP kinase. These effects are blocked by PTX and by the CB1 

antagonist SR 142716A (Bouaboula et al., 1995). In vivo, the administration of THC 

induces the activation of the p42/p44 MAP kinase in rat dorsal striatum, nucleus 

accumbens (Valjent et al., 2001) as well as in murine hippocampus (Derkinderen et 

al., 2003a), striatum and cerebellum (Rubino et al., 2004).  

The mechanism of MAP kinase activation by CB1R is not yet fully understood. Taken 

in account the structure of CB1R, the involvement of a tyrosine kinase coupled 

receptor is unlikely.  

Two hypotheses for CB1-mediated MAP kinase regulation are proposed: the first 

involves the activation of phosphatidylinositol 3 (PI3) kinase which then mediates 

activation of Raf. The PI3 kinase may also signal through PKB (Sanchez et al., 

2003). The second pathway involves sphingomyelin hydrolysis, release of ceramide 

(a lipid second messenger) and again, the subsequent activation of the Raf kinase 

(Sanchez et al., 1998).  

CB1R could also regulate MAP kinases indirectly via their effect on cAMP. In rat 

hippocampal slices the treatment with cAMP analog 8-Bromo-cAMP prevented the 

activation of MAP kinase by anandamide and 2-AG (Derkinderen et al., 2003b). 
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Moreover, in neuroblastoma cells (N1E-115) MAP kinase activation by WIN55,212,2 

was inhibited by forskolin while a PKA inhibitor enhances MAP kinase 

phosphorylation (Davis et al., 2003). Together, these data suggest that a decrease in 

cAMP levels/PKA activity could participate to the regulation of MAP kinase pathway 

by CB1R activation.  

CB1R desensitization may regulate the duration of MAP kinase activation: 

desensitization deficient CB1R mutant activates MAP kinase longer than wild type 

CB1R (Daigle et al., 2008a).  

Finally, intracellular CB1Rs also signal through MAP kinase: this has been proved 

using a new CB1 antagonist that does not cross the plasma membrane 

(hemopressin) and that specifically blocks surface CB1Rs. In the same study it is 

demonstrated that, CB1Rs colocalized with Gαi and MAP kinase in the late 

endosomal/lysosomal compartment (Rozenfeld and Devi, 2008).  

 

 

 

5.4 Regulation of ion channels 

 

The cannabinoid induced inhibition of neurotransmitter release is due to the 

modulation of ion channels such as N, P and Q type Ca2+ channels, Kir and A-type K+ 

channels (Ameri, 1999).  

The pioneer work of Mackie and colleagues revealed that activation of CB1R by 

anandamide, WIN 55,212,2 or CP 55,940 inhibits N type voltage-dependent Ca2+ 

channel and lead to a decrease in Ca2+ influx in N18 neuroblastoma cells. This effect 

was blocked by PTX, demonstrating the role of Gi/o proteins (Mackie et al., 1993).  

In rat hippocampal cultured neurons, anandamide, WIN 55,212,2 and CP 55,940 

inhibited both N and P/Q type Ca2+ channels in PTX sensitive manner (Twitchell et 

al., 1997), (Shen and Thayer, 1998). In addition, anandamide inhibited Q type Ca2+ 

channels in AtT20 cells expressing CB1R. This effect was abolished by PTX (Mackie 

et al., 1995). L type Ca2+ channels can also be inhibited by CB1R activation 

(Gebremedhin et al., 1999).  

T type Ca2+ channels can be directly inhibited by anandamide (Chemin et al., 2001). 
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 Cannabinoid mediated activation of inwardly rectifying K+ channel is another 

mechanism for inhibition of neurotransmitter release. In the mouse nucleus 

accumbens, WIN 55,212,2 and CP 55,940 inhibited glutamatergic transmission in a 

SR141716A sensitive manner. This effect was blocked by Ba2+ (a blocker of Kir 

channels) but not altered by forskolin (activator of adenylyl cyclase) suggesting that 

short lived cannabinoid inhibition of glutamate release was independent on the 

cAMP/PKA pathway (Robbe et al., 2001), in marked contrast with what these authors 

reported about long-term CB1R mediated effects (Mato et al., 2008).  

Interestingly, WIN 55,212,2 mediated activation of Kir channel in CB1R transfected 

AtT20 cells could be inhibited by stimulation of PKC. The single point mutation of 

serine in the third intracellular loop of CB1R prevented the ability of PKC to disrupt 

ion channel activation suggesting that phosphorylation of CB1R by PKC may inhibit 

its activity (Garcia et al., 1998).  

In cultured hippocampal neurons WIN 55,212,2 treatment increases voltage-

dependent A type outward K+ current (IA) and decreased voltage independent D type 

outward K+ current (ID) in a SR141716A and PTX sensitive manner. This effect was 

mediated by a reduction of the cAMP/PKA pathway (Mu et al., 1999).  

 

 

 

ion channel 
 

type of channel 
activation/inhibition (+/-) 

by CB1R activation  

 N type - 
 P type - 

calcium channel Q type - 
 L type - 
 T type directly inhibited by 

anandamide 

inwardly rectifying + 

A type + 

 

potassium channel 

D type - 

Table 4  Summary of effect of CB1R activation on ion channels 
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6. The endocannabinoids 

 

Ligands binding to CB1R can be divided into three groups: endogenous 

cannabinoids naturally synthesized in the brain; derivates of Cannabis sativa; and 

synthetic cannabinoids (WIN55,212,2, HU-210, CP-55,940).  

The identification of the active component of C. sativa was a challenging process due 

to its lipid nature. Many alkaloids such as morphine, cocaine and strychnine were 

identified more than one century before. In 1964, Gaoni and Mechoulam succeeded 

to isolate ∆9–THC in its pure form (Mechoulam and Gaoni, 1965). Due to its 

hydrophobic character, ∆9–THC was first though to influence fluidity of the plasma 

membrane rather than directly bind to the receptor.  

After identification of the ∆9–THC binding site in the brain (Devane et al., 1988b), the 

search for brain-derived cannabinoid ligands started. The first identified 

endocannabinoid (eCB) was a small lipid molecule called anandamide (AEA) that did 

not resemble any known neurotransmitter (Devane et al., 1992). Subsequently, it was 

shown that eCBs are lipophilic metabolites of arachidonic acid (Di Marzo et al., 

1994b). The best described eCB are AEA and 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG). 

However, other eCBs have been identified: noladin ether, virodhamine or N-

arachidonoyldopamine (Fig. 18) (Piomelli, 2003). eCBs are directly synthesized from 

membrane phospholipids and contrary to normal neurotransmitters, are not stored in 

synaptic vesicles (Pagotto et al., 2006). Lipid endocannabinoids diffuse backward 

across the synaptic cleft and bind to presynapticly localized CB1 receptor. In brain, 

they are produced on demand (when and where needed) and generate a transient 

and rapid effect before being inactivated (Marsicano et al., 2003). Due to their 

lipophilic nature and the mechanism of their synthesis and release, eCB are 

considered as local neuromodulators (Freund et al., 2003). The induction of eCB 

synthesis in response to depolarization is mediated by increase of intracellular 

calcium, although activation of group 1 mGluRs and other phospholipase C linked 

GPCRs also activates eCB production (Maejima et al., 2001).  
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Fig. 18 Chemical structures of endogenous lipids that activate brain cannabinoid 
receptors; adapted from Freund TF et al., Physiol Rev, 2003 

 

 

6.1 Anandamide 

 

Anandamide (AEA) is produced through hydrolysis of the phospholipids precursor N-

arachidonoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), catalyzed by the phospholipase D 

(PLD). The concentration of N-arachidonoyl-PE in the brain is relatively low. To refill 

the cellular store, the N-acetyltransferase (NAT) catalyses the transfer of an 

arachidonate group from the sn-1 glycerol ester position of phospholipids to the 

primary amino group of PE (Fig. 19) (Di Marzo et al., 1994a). Though biochemically 

distinct, AEA and N-arachidonoyl-PE synthesis are proceed in parallel. Both 

reactions are activated by calcium and/or by stimulation of neurotransmitter receptors 

(Cadas et al., 1996), (Giuffrida et al., 1999).  

After the release in to the synaptic cleft and activation of presynaptic CB1R, AEA is 

quickly taken back in to the postsynaptic cells and subsequently degraded. As of 

today, the molecular identity of endocannabinoid transporter(s) has not been 

disclosed (Freund et al., 2003).  

AEA is hydrolyzed by the fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH), an intracellular 

membrane-bound serine hydrolase that cleaves anandamide into arachidonic acid 

and ethanolamine (Fig. 19) (Cravatt et al., 1996). The FAAH is widely expressed in 

the rat brain, and is found at high concentration in both cell bodies and dendrites. In 

Anandamidee   

Virodhamine  Noladin ether  
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the hippocampus, neocortex and cerebellum, FAAH positive cells bodies are 

juxtaposed to axon terminals that contain CB1R (Egertova et al., 2003). In FAAH 

knock out mice (-/-) the level of brain AEA is 10 times higher compared to wild type. 

FAAH (-/-) mice display a phenotypic anti-nociception that is CB1R-mediated. The 

anti-inflammatory phenotype of these animals is probably mediated by CB2R. 

Together, these data suggest that inhibition of FAAH may be a strategy in the 

treatment of pain (Cravatt et al., 2001), (Lichtman et al., 2004).        

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19 Pathways of synthesis and degradation of eCBs and their subcellular 
localisation; adapted from Di Marzo V et al., Nature Rev, 2004 
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6.2  2-arachidonoylglycerol 

 

The concentration of 2-AG in the brain tissue is 200 times higher than those of AEA, 

suggesting that a significant fraction of 2-AG is involved in membrane housekeeping 

functions rather than signaling (Stella et al., 1997). Two biochemical pathways for the 

synthesis of 2-AG have been described: first, phospholipase C-mediated hydrolyses 

of membrane phospholipids produce 1,2-diacylglycerol (DAG), (Fig. 19), which is 

then converted to 2-AG by a diacylglycerol lipase (DGL); alternatively, phospholipase 

A1 generates a lysophospholipid, which is hydrolyzed to 2-AG by lyso-PLC (Freund et 

al., 2003).  

The monoacylglycerol lipase (MGL), a cytosolic serine hydrolase, mediates most of 

2-AG degradation (Dinh et al., 2002). The MGL has a broad distribution through the 

CNS that partially overlaps with FAAH. Nevertheless, contrary to FAAH, MGL is also 

associated with axonal terminals where it plays an important function in fast 2-AG 

degradation (Gulyas et al., 2004).  Approximately 85% of 2-AG is degradated by 

MGL. The remaining 2-AG is mostly hydrolyzed by two uncharacterized enzymes: 

ABHD6 and ABHD12. In addition, all three enzymes have a distinct subcellular 

distribution, suggesting that their may regulate different subcellular pools of 2-AG 

(Blankman et al., 2007).   

 

 

7. Cannabinoid-mediated synaptic plasticity 

 

The discovery that the eCB system plays a crucial role in synaptic plasticity 

throughout the CNS is relatively recent. Although, the existence of short-time 

plasticity is known for long time. In 1991, Llano et al. first reported that the 

depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition (DSI) at stellate/basket cell inputs 

onto cerebellar Purkinje cells is triggered by a calcium concentration rise and a 

reduction of neurotransmitter release (Llano et al., 1991). At the beginning, glutamate 

was the proposed retrograde messenger mediating DSI (Morishita et al., 1998), 

however, antagonists of mGluR block the DSI only partially.  It was Wilson and Nicoll 

in 2001, who first demonstrated that the release of eCB triggered the hippocampal 

DSI (Wilson and Nicoll, 2001). At the same time, Kreitzer and Regehr described for 
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first time the depolarization-induced suppression of excitation (DSE) in Purkinje cells 

which was also mediated by release of eCB and activation of CB1R (Fig. 20) 

(Kreitzer and Regehr, 2001). 

One year after, the eCB-mediated long term synaptic plasticity (eCB-LTD) was first 

reported in the nucleus accumbens by Robbe et al (Robbe et al., 2002). 

 

 

7.1 Endocannabinoid-mediated short-term synaptic pl asticity 

 

Brief depolarization of principal neurons triggers a transient suppression of 

GABAergic synaptic input (DSI) in cerebellum and hippocampus. The retrograde 

signaling molecules that mediate this phenomenon are the endogenous 

cannabinoids AEA and 2-AG (Wilson and Nicoll, 2001). eCB release is evoked by 

Ca2+ influx into the postsynaptic cell and by activation of metabotropic glutamate 

receptors or muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (Varma et al., 2001), (Kim et al., 

2002a). mGluRs and muscarinic receptors are positively coupled to PLCβ1. PLCβ1 

increases levels of IP3 and DAG that is a direct precursor of 2-AG (Hashimotodani et 

al., 2005). Deletion of PLCβ1, however, had no effect on DSI, suggesting that 

calcium and metabotropic receptors mediated-production of eCB go through 

separated mechanisms.  

The inhibition of neurotransmitter release from presynaptic terminus is mediated by 

CB1R activation that leads to: an inhibition of voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels; 

upregulation of potassium channels and calcium independent changes in the vesicle 

release machinery (Diana and Marty, 2004). CB1R activation inhibits N-type Ca2+ 

channels by direct interaction with G-protein βγ subunits (Mackie and Hille, 1992) 

that corresponds to the fast onset of DSI (Heinbockel et al., 2005). In hippocampus, 

eCB selectively inhibit a certain subclass of synapses that use only N-type, but not 

P/Q type, calcium channels to release GABA (Wilson et al., 2001).  

In rat cerebellar cortex, Daniel et al. demonstrated that the suppression of 

presynaptic Ca2+ by pharmacological activation of CB1R is mostly the indirect result 

of activation voltage-dependant and inward-rectifying K+ channels (Daniel and 

Crepel, 2001), (Robbe et al., 2001), (Daniel et al., 2004). 
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In many brain areas, a decrease of the frequency of miniature currents during DSI 

was detected. This suggested a role of the vesicle release machinery. However, a 

direct effect of CB1R activation on vesicles release during DSI/DSE has not been yet 

demonstrated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 20 Schematic summary of eCB short-term synaptic plasticity; adapted from Chevaleyre 
V et al., Annu.Rev.Neurosci, 2006 
 

 

 

Table 5 summarizes localization of reported DSI/DSE. 

short-term plasticity localization references 

DSI cerebellum (Llano et al., 1991) 

DSI hippocampus CA1 (Pitler and Alger, 1992) 

DSI neocortex (Trettel and Levine, 2003) 

DSI substantia nigra (Yanovsky et al., 2003) 

DSI hippocampus dentate 

gyrus 

(Isokawa and Alger, 2005) 

DSI brainstem hypoglossal 

motoneurons 

(Mukhtarov et al., 2005) 

DSI striatum (Uchigashima et al., 2007) 
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DSE cerebellum (Kreitzer and Regehr, 

2001) 

DSE hippocampus CA1 (Ohno-Shosaku et al., 

2002) 

DSE ventral tegmental area (Melis et al., 2004) 

DSE hypothalamus (Di et al., 2005) 

DSE striatum (Uchigashima et al., 2007) 

 
Table 5  Localization of reported eCB-mediated short-term plasticity 

 

 

7.2 Endocannabinoid-mediated long-term synaptic pla sticity 

 

eCB-mediated long-term plasticity has now been reported in many brain structures at 

both excitatory as well as inhibitory synapses. All described cases of eCB-mediated 

long-term plasticity take the form of depression (eCB-LTD) (Fig. 21). Induction of 

eCB-LTD requires activation of CB1R that mediates a long lasting reduction of 

neurotransmitter release; activation of eCB release by influx of Ca2+ or activation of 

group I mGluRs (mGluR-I) on the postsynaptic cell. All known forms of eCB-LTD are 

independent of postsynaptic NMDARs (Chevaleyre et al., 2006). 

eCB-LTD was first described in the nucleus accumbens (Robbe et al., 2002) and in 

the dorsal striatum, at the glutamatergic cortical inputs of dorsal striatal medium spiny 

neurons (Gerdeman et al., 2002b). This homosynaptic eCB-LTD is triggered by 

activation of mGluR-I and the increase of postsynaptic Ca2+. In the dorsal striatum, 

activation of D2 receptor is also required. In both structures, LTD is express as a 

decrease in glutamate release.  

Later, eCB-LTD was also detected in the amygdala (Marsicano et al., 2002) and 

hippocampus (Chevaleyre and Castillo, 2003). In both structures the eCB-LTD is 

heterosynaptic; LTD is evoked by glutamate release and mGluR-I activation but is 

expressed at GABAergic synapses (I-LTD). I-LTD induced at the inhibitory synapses 

does not require increase of postsynaptic Ca2+ in contrast with DSI at the same 

synapses (Chevaleyre and Castillo, 2003). The eCB synthesis pathway differs 

between hippocampus and amygdala: in the hippocampus, 2-AG is produced 

following PLC-DGL activation; while in the amygdala AEA release requires activation 
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of the cAMP-PKA pathway (Azad et al., 2003). Marsicano et al. have suggested that 

I-LTD expressed in the basolateral amygdala is involved in extinction, but not in 

acquisition or consolidation, of aversive memories. This effect is regulated by CB1R 

activation. CB1R knock out mice showed strong impairment in auditory feat-

conditioning test and this phenotype were mimicked by treatment with CB1R 

antagonist in wild type animals (Marsicano et al., 2002). 

eCB-LTD has been also reported in the neocortex (Sjostrom et al., 2003) where it is 

triggered by pairing presynaptic stimulations with postsynaptic depolarization/action 

potentials. There, activation of CB1R as well as presynaptic NMDARs is required for 

eCB-LTD.  

 

 

 

Fig. 21 Schematic summary of eCB-LTD in different brain structures; adapted from 
Chevaleyre V et al., Annu.Rev.Neurosci, 2006 
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Finally, eCB-LTD has been reported in the cerebellum, on the parallel fiber to 

Purkinje cell synapses (Safo and Regehr, 2005). The cerebellar LTD differs from the 

other types of eCB-LTD. The authors proposed a model in which activation of CB1R 

located on parallel fiber terminals increases activity of nitric oxide (NO) synthase and 

that NO crosses the synaptic cleft and facilitates LTD in the Purkinje cell. However, it 

is not known how CB1R mediates NO synthesis. 

 

 

8. Effects of endocannabinoid system on the CNS  

 

In the brain, CB1Rs are highly expressed in the cortex, cerebellum, hippocampus, 

and basal ganglia, areas controlling motor, cognitive, emotional and sensory 

functions (Tsou et al., 1998).  

The effects of CB1R on psychomotor function were tested on rodents treated with a 

low or high dose of ∆9 –THC. Low doses decreased locomotor activity of animals, 

while higher doses stimulated movements (Sanudo-Pena et al., 2000). In human, ∆9 

–THC causes impaired performance in the test of balance and in the test requiring 

fine psychomotor control (Greenberg et al., 1994).  

CB1R are highly expressed on the terminal of glutamatergic neurons projecting from 

subthalamic nucleus to globus pallidus, entopeduncular nucleus and substantia nigra 

reticulate. It has been suggested that the eCB-mediated inhibition of tonic release of 

glutamate in the substantia nigra regulates levels of basal motor activity (Sanudo-

Pena et al., 1999). Activation of CB1R also decreases GABA release in substantia 

nigra that can leads to disinhibition of the inhibitory nigral input to the thalamocortical 

pathway, resulting in inhibition of movement (Iversen, 2003). The effect of eCB 

system in cerebellum is not known, although it is probable that the effects the ∆9 –

THC on posture and balance are mediated by activation of CB1R in this part of brain.  

The best known effect of cannabis in human is an impairment of short-term memory. 

In animal studies, ∆9 –THC as well as anandamide cause deficits in short-term 

memory in spatial learning tasks (Hampson and Deadwyler, 1999). These effects 

were reversed by the CB1R antagonist. eCB-mediated reduction in glutamate 

release leads to inhibition of the induction of LTP, mechanisms thought to be 

involved in memory formation (Chevaleyre et al., 2006). In addition, CB1R containing 
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GABAergic interneurons in hippocampus control oscillatory electrical activity which is 

important in synchronizing pyramidal cells activity (Hoffman and Lupica, 2000). CB1R 

agonist inhibits this network oscillation (Hajos et al., 2000b), (Robbe et al., 2006).   

As mentioned above, eCB-mediated LTD in basolateral amygdala is involved in 

extinction of aversive memories. By disinhibiting principal cells, eCB-LTD of 

GABAergic synaptic transmission in amygdala leads to extinction of the conditioned 

fear responses (Marsicano et al., 2002).  

In cortex, CB1R positive terminal are mainly found in layers II-III and layers V-VI. The 

studies of acute and chronic effects of cannabis on human cognitive function have 

showed just a minor impairment in comparison with alcohol (Earleywine,2002). 

Cannabis intoxication in human is associated with an increase of appetite. ∆9 –THC 

treatment in animals stimulates food intake, specifically for high sweet-fat diet (Koch, 

2001). This effect is blocked by CB1R antagonists, suggesting a role of eCB system 

in regulation of food intake and body weight (Colombo et al., 1998). The appetite-

suppressing hormone leptin, produced by adipose tissue, mediates decrease in 

levels of AEA and 2-AG in hypothalamus. It is indicated that eCB in the 

hypothalamus could activate CB1Rs to maintain food intake and that this process is 

regulated by leptin (Di Marzo et al., 2001). 

The analgesic properties of cannabis are known for centuries. Chronic treatment with 

∆9 –THC has anti-noticeptive and anti-hyperalgestic effects in animal models of acute 

and inflammatory pain (Pertwee, 2001). CB1R are expressed all over both ascending 

and descending pain pathways where they suppress the activity of nociceptive 

neurons. Further, noxious stimulation evokes an increased release of anandamide in 

the periaqueductal grey region of midbrain (PAG), an area important for modulation 

of nociceptive information (Walker et al., 1999). It has been indicated that 

cannabinoids and opioids act on terminals of GABAergic neurons in PAG. They 

reduce GABA release that leads to disinhibition and increase of activity of the 

analgesic pathway to the spinal cord (Vaughan and Christie, 2000). 

It is evident that the eCB system has a strong influence on CNS functions, although 

the exact mechanisms are not always fully understood. 
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9. Conclusions 

 

Cannabinoid receptors, eCBs and a set of endocannabinoid-synthesizing and –

degrading enzymes constitute the “eCB system”. The eCB system is believed to act 

in an “on demand” fashion, with highly specific spatial and temporal selectivity 

(Marsicano et al., 2003).  

CB1Rs are considered major mediators of synaptic plasticity throughout the CNS. 

Still, it is not known if, similarly to post synaptic ionotropic receptors, presynaptic 

CB1Rs display functionally relevant movements at the membrane surface.  

In the next chapter, I will focus on the surface receptor lateral mobility, a new aspect 

of synaptic receptor regulation. 
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III. Receptor lateral diffusion  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The ability of the brain to adapt to the environmental changes is mainly achieved by 

regulation of synaptic strength, a process called “synaptic plasticity”. The important 

mechanism for the expression of the synaptic plasticity involves increasing or 

decreasing the number of AMPAR in the plasma membrane at synapses. This 

process is mediated by the neuronal activity dependent changes in neurotransmitter 

receptors trafficking (Malinow and Malenka, 2002). Besides the classical 

mechanisms of receptor endocytosis and exocytosis that occur mainly at 

extrasynaptic sites, the amount of synaptic receptor can be efficaciously regulated by 

receptor lateral diffusion in and out synapses (Choquet and Triller, 2003).  

 

 

2. Receptor trafficking and synaptic plasticity at glutamatergic 

synapses 

 

It is believed that long-lasting changes in synaptic functions are the cellular basis of 

learning and memory. The best studies examples of such synaptic plasticity are long-

term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) (Malinow and Malenka, 

2002). AMPA and NMDARs are two types of ionotropic receptors primarily involved 

in the expression of LTP and LTD. However, they show different dynamic during 

LTP. It has been indicated that following LTP the AMPA receptor excitatory 

postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) selectively increased, while little change was 

observed in NMDA receptor EPSCs. This suggests that the trafficking of AMPA and 

NMDARs are controlled by different mechanisms. Synaptic AMPA receptors, contrary 

to NMDAR, are highly dynamic. The synaptic activity drives AMPAR into the synapse 

during expression of LTP or removes them from the synapse during LTD (Bredt and 

Nicoll, 2003).  
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AMPAR contains four subunits that differ in their cytoplasmic c-terminal tail, which is 

either short or long (GluR1 has always a long tail, GluR3 has a short one and GluR2 

and 4 have either short or long one). Receptors with long or short C-terminus tail are 

differently delivered to the synapses. GluR1-containing AMPARs require synaptic 

activity for synaptic delivery, while GluR2-containing AMPARs are constitutively 

inserted into synapses (Fig. 22) (Passafaro et al., 2001). Calcium/calmodulin kinase 

II (CaMKII) is necessary for LTP and phosphorylates the C-terminus of GluR1 which 

is an important step to the delivery of AMPAR to synapses (Lisman et al., 2002), 

(Barria et al., 1997). Other protein kinases, such as PKC, PKA, p42/44 MAPK and 

PI3K, have been implicated in the induction of LTP. Conversely, protein 

phosphatases such as protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) and protein phosphatase 2B 

(PP2B) are implicated in LTD (Collingridge et al., 2004). However, many other 

scaffolding and accessory proteins have been shown to play an important role during 

AMPA receptors trafficking. 

 

 

 
Fig. 22 Trafficking of synaptic AMPA receptors during LTP and LTD; adapted from Bredt 
DS and Nicoll RA, Neuron, 2003 
 
 
3. Impact of the plasma membrane structure on diffu sion 

 

In 1972 Singer and Nicolson proposed the fluid mosaic model of lipid bilayer 

membranes. The plasma membrane was described as a two-dimensional fluid in 
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which hydrophobic integral components such as lipids and membrane proteins were 

constrained within the plane of the membrane, but were free to diffuse laterally 

(Singer and Nicolson, 1972). However, this model did not give an explanation for two 

observations: first, the diffusion coefficients for both proteins and lipids in biological 

membranes are smaller (by factors 5 to 50) than those measured in artificially 

reconstructed membranes or liposomes (Saxton and Jacobson, 1997); and second, 

the formation of oligomers or molecular complexes cause a great reduction of either 

diffusion or immobilization (Hegener et al., 2004).   

Therefore, cytoskeleton-fence and picket-barrier models were suggested. The 

plasma membrane is compartmentalized into domains of average size of 230 nm in 

which the lipid molecules and proteins diffuse for approximately 11 ms before 

hopping to next compartment. This model of diffusion is called “hop” diffusion 

(Kusumi et al., 2005). The hop diffusion is not affected by the removal of cholesterol. 

It has been shown that GPCRs also undergo the hop diffusion (Kusumi et al., 2005). 

The borders between the compartments are made by membrane-skeleton fences 

consisting of actin filaments (Kusumi and Sako, 1996). The cytoplasmic domains of 

transmembrane proteins temporally interact with the membrane skeleton, an event 

that decreases diffusion coefficients. These proteins are called picket and are also 

effective diffusion barrier for other membrane proteins (Fig. 23) (Fujiwara et al., 

2002). 

 

 

 

Fig. 23 Proteins diffusion in the plasma membrane; adapted from Choquet D and Triller A, 
Nature Rev, 2003 
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An important consequence of plasma membrane compartmentalization by 

membrane-skeleton fences and anchored transmembrane proteins is the reduction of 

diffusion or the immobilization of molecular complexes. Large molecular complexes 

have lower probability of hopping between compartments and they will more likely 

interact with membrane skeleton. This oligomerization-induced trapping is probably 

important for signal transduction (Kusumi et al., 2005).  

 

 

4. Single particle tracking  

 

Single particle tracking (SPT) is a one of the methods to study plasma membrane 

proteins diffusion.  The main advantage of SPT, in comparison with other methods to 

study protein diffusion such as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) or 

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), is the possibility to study the diffusion 

properties of individual receptor over time  (Choquet and Triller, 2003). 

The SPT technique is based on the submicrometre-sized particles that are attached 

to the protein of interest by antibodies recognizing the extracellular domain. Particle 

diffusion is then measured by video-microscopy.  

Early on, particles were made of latex and had sizes between 0.1 and 1 µm in 

diameter which prevented access to the synaptic cleft. This problem was solved by 

using quantum dots (Qdots) which sizes range from 10 to 30 nm (Triller and 

Choquet, 2005).  

Qdots are inorganic semiconductor nanocrystals made of CdSe core with a layer of 

ZnS. The ZnS layer protects the core from oxidation, prevents the spreading of CdSe 

and improves the quantum efficiency. ZnS-coated Qdots are hydrophobic, to be 

solubilized in aqueous buffer, additional amphiphilic ligands are added. These 

ligands also provide binding sites for organic molecules such as antibodies (Fig. 24). 

Qdots, in comparison with standard organic fluorophores, have brighter fluorescence, 

are much more photostable and have a broad absorption spectrum and narrow 

emission spectrum with a large Stoke’s shift (the difference in wavelength between 

positions of the band maxima of the absorption and emission spectra). Qdots are 

available in a broad range of emission spectrum (from UV to near-infrared) that is 

dependent on the size of the nanocrystal (Medintz et al., 2005). 
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Another method to study individual receptor diffusion is single molecule tracking 

(SMT). The protein of interest is tagged with a small molecule such as green 

fluorescent protein (GFP) or organic fluorophores (e.g. cyanine dyes 3 or 5). To get 

enough photons to image one dye molecule, the preparation is excited at saturation. 

This leads to fast photobleaching and single dye molecules can be recorded for only 

a few seconds (Groc et al., 2007). 

Using Qdots is a good compromise between the size of the particle and the duration 

of receptor diffusion recording. Althought, the size of Qdots can impact on the access 

to the synaptic cleft (Groc et al., 2007).  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 24 Structure of a Qdot nanocrystal; adapted from www.qdot.com 

 
 
5. Lateral diffusion of neurotransmitter receptors  

 

The first evidence of neurotransmitter receptor diffusion was shown in 1976. Axelrod 

et al. described, by FRAP technique, acetylcholine receptor (AChR) lateral diffusion 

at the surface of cultured muscle fibers. Approximately 50% of AChRs were mobile 

and this mobility was affected by temperature changes (Axelrod et al., 1976). In 

 
Organic shell 
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increases to 40-50% 
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addition, during the synaptogenesis of the skeletal neuromuscular junction, freely 

diffusing AChRs become highly concentrated at the site of developing synaptic 

contact (Poo, 1982).  

More than 20 years after, the neurotransmitter receptor lateral diffusion in the CNS 

was first reported. By using latex beads, Meier et al. showed that surface glycine 

receptor alternates between a period of fast and slow diffusion. The confined state of 

the receptor is due to the interaction of glycine receptor with gephyrin, a scaffolding 

protein which binds to both glycine receptor and microtubules (Meier et al., 2001). In 

2003, Triller’s group used for the first time Qdots nanoparticles to study fast lateral 

diffusion of glycine receptor in the synaptic, perisynaptic and extrasynaptic 

membrane. They showed that Qdots are an ideal tool for recording of lateral diffusion 

of receptors on neuronal surface (Dahan et al., 2003).  

Metabotropic glutamate receptor mGluR5 also alternates between fast and slow 

movement (measured by using latex beads). Their diffusion coefficient was highly 

increased after receptor activation in both mobile and confined states. The dwell time 

in both states did not change. On the contrary, interaction of mGluR5 with the 

scaffolding protein Homer shifted the receptor towards higher residency times in the 

confined state (Serge et al., 2002).  

In the same time, Borgdorff and Choquet have demonstrated that AMPAR rapidly 

move in the plasma membrane of hippocampal cultured neurons using latex beads 

coated with antibodies against the extracellular domain of GluR2-containing AMPAR. 

They found that AMPAR alternate between fast diffusive and stationary behaviours. 

Local calcium increase reduced AMPAR mobility and accumulated them on the 

surface. The authors suggested that local Ca2+ influx regulates AMPAR mobility and 

that lateral diffusion of AMPAR can control their numbers at synapses (Borgdorff and 

Choquet, 2002). This was later confirmed, using single molecule tracking. AMPARs 

move in and out of the synapses (Tardin et al., 2003) and application of glutamate 

increased both the mobility of receptors inside the synapse and the fraction of mobile 

receptors in the perisynaptic area. The authors proposed a model in which 

perisynaptic areas contain a pool of potentially available receptors for synapses 

(Tardin et al., 2003).  

Bats et al. has shown, using single Qdot tracking, that AMPAR diffusion in and out of 

the synapses is regulated by Stargazin-PSD-95 interaction. AMPAR and Stargazin 
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form a complex that is transiently trapped at the synapse by Stargazin binding to 

PSD-95 (Bats et al., 2007). 

Spontaneous synaptic activity triggers temporal immobilization and accumulation of 

AMPARs at the synapse. Local synaptic activity reduces the frequency of APMAR 

that exchange between synaptic and extrasynaptic membranes. On the contrary, 

APMAR at silence synapses diffuse rapidly and with shorter synaptic dwell time 

(Ehlers et al., 2007). 

Finally, a recently published paper by Heine et al. shows that fast lateral diffusion of 

AMPARs is responsible for the exchange of desensitized synaptic receptors with 

unoccupied ones that located outside the synapse within tens of the milliseconds. 

This fast receptors exchange is thought to mediate fast recovery from short-time 

depression (Fig. 25). Reducing AMPARs mobility by cross-linking them with specific 

antibodies, leads to a slow recovery from depression (Heine et al., 2008).  

 

 

Fig. 25 The exchange of desensitized AMPA receptors with unoccupied ones; adapted 
from Silver RA and Kanichay RT, Science, 2008 
 

 

At the surface of primary neurons, NMDA receptors are less mobile than AMPARs, 

and changes in neuronal activity do not alter their mobility (Groc et al., 2004). 

Synaptic NMDARs change composition during maturation. Early in the development, 

they contain mainly NR2B subunits; later on NR2B is replaced by NR2A subunit 

(Sheng et al., 1994). This corresponds well to the different mobility of two NMDAR 

subunits, measured by single Qdot tracking.  NR2A-containing NMDARs are more 
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stable in comparison with NR2B-containing ones (Groc et al., 2006). During 

development, the synaptic dwell time of NR2B-containing NMDARs was significantly 

decreased (Groc et al., 2006). Further, this process of synaptic maturation is 

regulated by extracellular matrix protein Reelin. Blocking the function of Reelin 

decreased the surface mobility of NR2B-containing NMDAR and increased its 

synaptic residency time. This data propose a new model where extracellular matrix 

proteins play a crucial role in the regulation of synaptic NMDARs assembly and their 

surface diffusion (Groc et al., 2007). 

Further, in the plasma membrane of growth cones, GABAARs have also been 

reported to asymmetrically move toward the source of GABA. Single Qdot tracking 

showed that receptor diffusion alternate between microtubules dependent movement 

and free diffusion that lead to an asymmetrical distribution of GABAAR in the 

membrane. The authors suggested that the reorganisation of GABAARs may serve 

for the amplification of GABA detection by nerve growth cones (Bouzigues et al., 

2007).  

Finally, the lateral diffusion at the neuronal surface has been also demonstrated for 

dopamine D1 receptor, β2AR and µ opioid receptor by using FRAP or FCS 

techniques (Scott et al., 2006; Hegener et al., 2004; Lober et al., 2006). 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

In the past recent years huge progress were made in understanding the biological 

function of neuronal receptors lateral mobility. Available data strongly suggest that 

postsynaptic receptors diffusion plays a crucial role in the regulation of synaptic 

function and plasticity. Diffusion is regulated by interacting scaffold proteins, actin 

skeleton and extracellular matrix proteins. Surprisingly, the study of presynaptic 

receptor mobility is just beginning. In our study we have shown that the presynaptic 

CB1R displays high lateral mobility that is significantly influenced by agonist-induced 

desensitization. 
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Cortical neurons culture 

 

Cultures of cortical neurons were prepared from Swiss mice. On the day of birth the 

pups were sacrificed by cervical dislocation.  

Dissection: 

1. brains were removed from the skull and  incubated in a dissection solution on ice 

2. hemispheres were separated and the upper part of cortex was cut off 

3. cortices were cut into the little pieces  and incubated in papain solution for 40 min 

in 37°C (papain solution has to be filtrated  by 0, 22 µm Millipore filter) 

Dissociation: 

4. after the incubation, the papain solution was removed and filtrated trypsine 

inhibitor solution was added for 2 min 

5. pieces of cortex were washed by the culture medium (37°C) 

6. finally, by using three glass pipettes with different diameter of the tip (about 

1.5,1.0 and 0.5 mm) pieces of cortex were triturated mechanically 

Cells were plated at a density of 360,000 cells/ml and grown on poly-L-lysine coated 

coverslips. 24 h after the neurons plating half of the cultured medium was exchanged 

for the fresh one. 

 

Solutions and medium:  

 

Papain solution – 2 mg of cysteine, 100 µl of EDTA (50 mM), 150 µl of CaCl2 (10 

mM), 36 µl of NaOH (10 mM) diluted in 9.5 ml of dissection solution. Finally, 38 units 

of papain are added.  

Trypsine inhibitor solution - 25 mg of BSA (bovine serum albumin), 25 mg of trypsine 

inhibitor (Sigma T-2011) diluted in 10 ml of the culture medium.  

Culture medium – for 100 ml: 93 ml of minimum essential medium (MEM), 2 ml of 

high glucose MEM (1.4 M), 5 ml of serum and 100 µl of serum extender (MITO+) 
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Cortical neurons were used for experiments at 9 to 10 DIV. The first set of 

experiments was designed to characterise the type of neurons expressed in our 

primary neurons culture. For details see additional experiments. 

Reagents such as agonist or antagonist of CB1R and DMSO were at first diluted in 

the small amount of cultured medium (app 100 µl) and then added drop wise to the 

culture dish and gently mixed. 

 

 

Single particle tracking 

 

CB1R lateral diffusion on cortical neurons was study by the method of single Qdot 

tracking. At first, polyclonal antibodies detecting extracellular domain of CB1R were 

coupled to Qdot 655 conjugated with anti-rabbit F(ab)2 fragments. The protocol of Qdot 

coupling with antibodies and filtration was adapted from Enrica Petrini.  

 

Coupling: 

For 20 µl pre-coupled Qdots, 2 µl of Qdots were incubated with 2 µl of specific 

antibodies in 14 µl of PBS (phosphate buffered saline) buffer for 2 hours at room 

temperature (RT). To block unspecific binding of Qdots to cellular membranes, 

casein 10x, a milk protein, was added for 30 min (2 µl). 

 

                     Qdot only                                                     Qdot + casein 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 26  Control experiment: culture neurons were incubated for 10 min with Qdots or 
with Qdots and casein.    
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To separate unbind Qdots and antibodies from CB1R antibodies coupled to Qdots 

(CB1R-QD655), the solution was filtered through a column of gel Superdex 200. 

Filtration: 

1. column (Biorad, 10 ml) was mounted to the support and tied to the tube with the 

syringe (20 ml) 

2. Supradex gel was exhaustively shaken till the solution became homogenous  

3. the column was loaded with 2 ml of the homogenate and 1 ml of deionised (DI) 

water  

4. the gel was left to precipitate for a couple of minutes 

5. the liquid was slowly withdrawn with the syringe without letting the gel dry 

6. when the liquid level was around the mark of 2 ml, 750 µl of Supradex gel was 

added and the column was filled with DI water 

7. the liquid was then slowly withdrawn with the syringe without letting the gel dry 

8. when the liquid level approached the gel (3-4 mm above) the column was filled 

with PBS buffer (pH 7.2) 

9. syringe was replaced by the vacuum pump and the liquid was aspirated 

10. the column was twice more equilibrated with PBS buffer 

11. when the liquid level reached 4-5 mm above the gel, the column was 

disconnected from the vacuum pump and the last drop was left to fall by gravity 

12. the solution of pre-coupled CB1R-QD655 was carefully added to the gel and 

allowed to dry into the gel 

13. 100 µl of PBS buffer was gently added and allowed to drain into the gel 

14. the column was filled with PBS buffer and let to elute by gravity 

15. the separated samples were collected into eppendorf tubes; samples elution was 

monitored under the UV lamp and only the brighter eluate was collected 

 

The pre-coupled CB1R-QD655 was then incubated with live cortical neurons. 

Staining:    

1. cortical neurons were briefly washed with a warm recording medium (160 mM 

NaCl, 10 mM Hepes, 10 mM glucose, 2.4 mM KCl and 1.5 mM CaCl2; pH 7.3)  

2. a coverslip with neurons was carefully placed on the 100 µl drop of diluted CB1R-

QD655 (1:250) with the recording medium and incubated for 10 min at RT 

3. the coverslip was placed on the 100 µl drop of a diluted synaptic marker 

MitoTracker®  (20 nM) and incubated for 1 min at RT 
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4. finally, cortical neurons were washed three times with the recording medium and 

mounted to the chamber.  

 

Movement of CB1R-QD655 was imaged at 32°C and perma nent perfusion of the 

recording medium with an inverted microscope equipped with an oil immersion 100x, 

NA 1.35 objective. QDots and MitoTracker® were illuminated with a mercury lamp 

and detected by using appropriate excitation (HQ560/55, HQ480/40) and emission 

(D655/20, HQ535/50) filters. At first, in a bright field mode, a field with mediated 

density of neurites was found and acquired. Then a signal of MitoTracker® was 

recorded for 100 frames. Finally, the diffusion of CB1R-QD655 was recorded at 20 

Hz for 1500 frames. Lateral diffusion of CB1R-QD655 was detected by an EM-CCD 

QuantEM camera. The settings of the camera were: exposition time 20 ms, binning 

1, image read-out 10 MHz, gain 2x, EM gain 500. To avoid recording of internalised 

CB1Rs, all movies were taken within 20 min.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 27  Schematic description of preparation of SPT/SMT of surface receptors in 
neurons; adapted from Groc et al. 2007, J Neurosci 
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Immunocytochemistry 

 

Immunocytochemical techniques were used to characterize the phenotype of CB1R 

expressing neurons in mouse cortical neurons, to determine the subcellular 

localization of CB1R and to measure the distance between CB1R and αAP2 (adapter 

protein, marker of CCPs). We used intracellular staining after fixation and 

permeabilization of neurons as well as live staining of surface receptors followed by 

fixation.  

 
Intracellular staining 

1. cortical neurons were fixed with 4% PFA for 20 min 

2. then incubated with 0.1 M glycine in PBS buffer three times for 15 min 

3. cells were permeabilisated with 0.1% Triton X-100 diluted in PBS buffer for 3 min 

4. subsequently saturated with a blocking buffer (0.5% BSA in PBS buffer) twice for 

30 min 

5. cortical neurons were incubated overnight at 4°C  with primary antibodies diluted 

in the blocking buffer; 100 µl of diluted antibodies were dropped on parafilm 

placed in a wet chamber and a coverslip with neurons was carefully placed on it 

6. after the washing (three times 15 min with the blocking buffer), neurons were 

incubated with secondary antibodies diluted in the blocking buffer for 90 min at 

RT 

7. neurons were washed with the blocking buffer five times for 15 min  

8. finally, neurons were mounted on glass coverslips with Aqua-PolyMount  

 

CB1Rs were detected with polyclonal antibodies raised against the C-terminus of the 

receptor (dilution 1:2000; from Dr Ken Mackie) or against the N-terminus of CB1R 

(1:1000) and visualized with Alexa488-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Invitrogen). 

The monoclonal anti-MAP2 (1:500; Sigma Aldrich), anti-Tau1 (1:500; Chemicon®), 

anti-GAD65 (1:1000; Chemicon®), anti-synaptophysin (1:10000; Sigma Aldrich) and 

anti-αAP2 (1:1200; Affinity Bioreagents®) were revealed with an Alexa568-conjugated 

anti-mouse IgG (1:500, Invitrogen). 
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Solution: 

4% PFA – 1.2 g of Na2HPO4 anhydric and 0.2 g of NaH2PO4.H2O are diluted in 100 

ml of DI water. 4 g of PFA and 4 g of sucrose are dissolved in prepared solution 

under mild stirring and temperature up to 60°C. 

 

Surface staining 

1. live neurons were briefly rinsed with a warm recording medium (see methodology 

- chapter “Single particle tracking”) 

2. incubated for 15 min at RT with antibodies raised against the N-terminus of CB1R 

diluted in the recording medium (per one coverslip: 100 µl of recording medium, 

0.1 µl of antibodies and 0.1 µl of casein 10x, prepared 30 min before staining)  

3. after the incubation, neurons were three times gently washed with the recording 

medium and subsequently fixed with 4% PFA for 20 min 

4. neurons were permeabilisated with 0.1% Triton X-100 diluted in PBS buffer for 3 

min 

5. neurons were saturated with a blocking buffer twice for 30 min 

6. cortical neurons were then incubated overnight at 4°C with another primary 

antibodies (anti-MAP2 - 1:500, anti-Tau1 - 1:500 or anti- αAP2 - 1:1200) diluted in 

the blocking buffer 

7. after the washing (three times 15 min with the blocking buffer), neurons were 

incubated with secondary antibodies diluted in the blocking buffer for 90 min at 

RT 

8. neurons were washed with the blocking buffer five times for 15 min  

9. finally, neurons were mounted on glass coverslips with Aqua-PolyMount  

 

Fig. 28 shows live surface CB1R staining on cortical neurons and total CB1R staining 

after permeabilization of neurons together with MAP2 labeling. Surface CB1R 

labeling has a punctuated character with regular distribution along axons, while total 

CB1R staining is more clustered. The different pattern of staining could be due to 

high concentration of intracellular CB1R localized inside vesicles. These clusters do 

not colocalize with the synaptic marker synaptophysin.    
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Fig. 28  Sample images of mouse cortical neurons with surface CB1R (upper image) 
or total CB1R (bottom image) staining and somato-dendritic MAP2 staining. 
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Acid stripping 

  

We used the acid stripping technique to measure the time of internalization of CB1R-

QD655 in cortical neurons. To avoid recording of internalised CB1Rs during single 

particle tracking it was important to determine the experimental time during which the 

majority of CB1R-QD655 are not yet internalized. 

 

1. live neurons were briefly rinsed with a warm recording medium 

2. incubated for 10 min at RT with CB1R-QD655 (prepared according to the same 

protocol as for SPT) 

3. after the incubation, neurons were three times gently washed with the recording 

medium and let for 10, 20, 30, 40 or 60 min at 37°C  

4. neurons were washed for 4 min with the recording medium pH 2.8 (acidified with 

acetic acid) at 4°C (on ice) 

5. subsequently, neurons were quickly rinsed with the recording medium and fixed 

with 4% PFA for 20 min 

6. finally, neurons were washed by PBS buffer and mounted on glass coverslips with 

Aqua-PolyMount    

Images of labeled neurons were obtained with an epifuorescence microscope Leica 

DMR with oil immersion 40x or 63x objective. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 29 After 20 min incubation no internalized CB1R-QD655 were shown.  
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Summary 

Presynaptic cannabinoid type 1 receptors (CB1R) are major mediators of retrograde 

synaptic plasticity at both excitatory and inhibitory synapses and participate to a 

plethora of physiological functions. Whether presynaptic receptors, such as CB1R, 

display functionally relevant movements at the surface of neuronal membrane is not 

known. We analyzed the lateral mobility of native CB1R in cortical neurons, using 

single quantum dot imaging. We found that CB1R are highly mobile and rapidly 

diffuse in and out of presynapses. Agonist-induced desensitization reduced the 

number of surface CB1R and drastically decreased the membrane dynamic of the 

CB1R that remained at the presynaptic surface. Desensitization specifically excluded 

CB1R from synapses and increased the number of immobile receptors in the 

extrasynaptic compartment. The results suggest that decrease of mobility may be 

one of the core mechanisms underlying the desensitization of CB1R, the most 

abundant G-protein coupled receptor in the brain. 
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Introduction 

Exogenous cannabinoids such as the psychoactive compounds of the plant 

Cannabis Sativa L (9-Tetrahydrocannabinol, THC), as well as the 

endocannabinoids (eCBs, anandamide and 2-arachidonylglycerol) share the same 

target in the CNS: an abundantly expressed seven transmembrane domains, G-

protein coupled receptor (GPCR) named CB1R (Ameri, 1999; Mackie, 2007; Piomelli, 

2003). Cannabinoid receptors, eCBs, as well as their synthesizing and degrading 

enzymes constitute the eCB system (ECS) (Mackie, 2007; Piomelli, 2003). The ECS 

modulates neuronal activities, is centrally involved in the fine-tuning of central 

synapses and regulates a plethora of physiological functions (Chevaleyre et al., 

2006).  

A unique feature of the ECS is that eCBs, because of their lipidic nature, are not 

stored in synaptic vesicles (Chevaleyre et al., 2006; Mackie, 2006b; Mackie, 2007; 

Piomelli, 2005). In contrast with other neurotransmitter systems that depend on the 

transmission of point-to-point “quantal” information at highly specialized sites, eCBs 

are synthesized “on demand” with highly specific spatial and temporal selectivity: 

only where and when its functions are needed, the ECS exerts its neuromodulatory 

functions (Chevaleyre et al., 2006). A fundamental role for CB1R in the CNS is to 

mediate retrograde signaling: postsynaptically produced eCBs go opposite to the 

direction of travel of conventional neurotransmitters and activate CB1R onto 

presynaptic structures (Chevaleyre et al., 2006).  

In the past recent years, the discovery that postsynaptic receptors are highly mobile 

at the membrane surface has challenged the classical static view of the synapse 

(Choquet and Triller, 2003; Triller and Choquet, 2005). A current hypothesis is that, in 

addition to exocytosis/endocytosis, neurotransmitter receptor movement into and out 

of synapses may be one of the core mechanisms for rapidly changing the number of 

functional postsynaptic receptors (Groc and Choquet, 2006; Triller and Choquet, 

2005). Curiously, the lateral movements of presynaptic receptors, such as CB1R, 

have never been studied.  

Determining if CB1R diffuse in presynaptic membranes - similarly to ionotropic 

glutamate and glycine receptors in postsynapses (Triller and Choquet, 2005) - is 

necessary to understand the molecular logic of the ECS (Piomelli, 2003). Because 

CB1R must be within reaching distance of eCBs produced postsynaptically to fulfill 

their presynaptic functions (Chevaleyre et al., 2006), surface diffusion potentially 
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represents an efficient and rapid mean to modulate retrograde signaling. CB1R are 

classical GPCR and prolonged agonist treatment triggers both their internalization via 

the clathrin coated-pit pathway (Jin et al., 1999) but see (Wu et al., 2008) and their 

uncoupling from their effector G-protein. Recently, we reported that a single in-vivo 

exposure to THC functionally desensitized CB1R and reversibly abolished eCB-

mediated retrograde signaling in the hippocampus and the nucleus accumbens (Mato 

et al., 2004). Single-THC induced blockade of retrograde signaling was accompanied 

by an important reduction in the maximal efficacy of CB1R that could not be 

explained by a reduction of the surface binding and/or the uncoupling of CB1R (Mato 

et al., 2004). The data suggested that another mechanism exists to functionally 

desensitize CB1R in response to submaximal agonist exposure. A tantalizing 

hypothesis is that CB1R had been moved away from their site of actions following 

agonist exposure. 

To directly address these questions we analyzed native CB1R on the surface of 

cortical neurons using single quantum dot imaging (Groc et al., 2007b). Our results 

reveal that CB1R are highly mobile and exchange rapidly between extrasynaptic and 

synaptic compartments. CB1R desensitization dramatically altered CB1R surface 

movements and specifically excluded CB1R from synapses. Our data support the 

idea that the dynamic exclusion of CB1R from particular synaptic subdomain might 

play a prominent role in the desensitization of the most abundant GPCR in the brain. 
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Results 

 

CB1Rs are highly mobile on the surface of cortical neurons. 

 

Postsynaptic receptors (AMPARs, NMDARs, GlyRs, GABARs) rapidly exchange 

between synaptic and extrasynaptic membranes (Triller and Choquet, 2005). The 

lateral mobility of CB1R has never been studied, in particular it is not known if, 

similarly to post synaptic receptors, presynaptic CB1Rs display functionally relevant 

movements on the membrane surface. 

First we determined the localisation of CB1Rs on cortical primary neurons (9-10 DIV). 

Live antibody feeding of surface CB1R was performed prior to labelling of either the 

axonal marker Tau1 or the somato-dendritic marker MAP2. Merged images showed 

that the vast majority of surface CB1R-immunolabeling was colocalized with the 

axonal marker Tau1 (Fig. 1a). In contrast there was nearly no colocalization between 

the somato-dendritic marker MAP2 and surface CB1R (Fig. 1a). We concluded that 

CB1Rs expressed on the surface of mouse cortical primary neurons are 

predominantly axonal. 

To specifically track surface CB1R in real time, we used polyclonal antibodies 

directed against an extracellular N-terminus domain of CB1R coupled to anti-rabbit 

F(ab’)2 conjugated with Quantum Dots (Qdot655). These semiconductors 

nanoparticles are more photostable than classical organic dyes and perfectly suited 

for long-term imaging (Dahan et al., 2003; Groc et al., 2007b). To visualize synapses, 

we briefly applied low concentration of a fluorescent marker of active mitochondria, 

MitoTrackerGreen®, which we previously showed to colocalize with presynaptic 

synaptotagmin clusters (Groc et al., 2004; Tardin et al., 2003). The lateral 

movements of CB1Rs were visualized in 9-10 DIV cortical neurons at near-

physiological temperature (32°C). A real-time video  of CB1R-Qdot is available as 

supplemental movie S1. The instantaneous diffusion coefficient (D), the percentage 

of mobile receptors, the synaptic dwell time, the percentage of synaptic receptors 

and the mean square displacement (MSD) were all calculated from reconstructed 

CB1R-Qdot trajectories (see methods).  

We first found that in control condition, the vast majority of CB1R present on the 

surface of cortical neurons display a remarkably high level of lateral mobility: 

approximately 83% of extrasynaptic as well as synaptic receptors were mobile (i.e. D 
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> 0.005 µm²/s) (Fig. 1c). CB1R alternated between periods of diffusive movement 

within the synaptic (Figure 1B, marked in red) and extrasynaptic compartments 

(Figure 1B, marked in blue).  

The observation that CB1R exchanges between synaptic and extrasynaptic 

compartments raises the question of the time spent by CB1R within the synapse. 

Remarkably, the synaptic dwell time of CB1R was six times shorter than those of 

postsynaptic GluR2-containing AMPARs (0,2 ± 0,05 s, n = 24 and 1,3 ± 0,4 s, n = 20, 

respectively) (see Fig. 5b) (Bats et al., 2007; Ehlers et al., 2007). This disparity points 

out the difference in the environment of presynaptic CB1R and postsynaptic GluR2-

containing AMPARs. 

Comparing the distribution of diffusion coefficients of the global population of CB1R 

(i.e. mobile and immobile), CB1Rs in control condition revealed no difference 

between synaptic and extrasynaptic receptors mobility (extrasynaptic CB1R, median 

= 0.213 µm²/s, IQR [interquartile range 25% – 75%] = 0.019 - 0.405 µm²/s, n = 1072; 

synaptic CB1R, median = 0.182 µm²/s, IQR = 0.02 – 0.42 µm²/s, n = 30; p > 0.05) 

(Fig. 1d). Further detailed analysis of the dynamic behavior of the mobile fraction of 

CB1R, revealed identical features of mobile CB1R in the extrasynaptic and synaptic 

compartments: the distribution of the diffusion coefficients of mobile extrasynaptic 

and synaptic CB1Rs were similar (extrasynaptic CB1R, median = 0.297 µm²/s, IQR = 

0.154 - 0.465 µm²/s, n = 833; synaptic CB1R, median = 0.225 µm²/s, IQR = 0.083 – 

0.506 µm²/s, n = 25; p > 0.05).  

Within the extrasynaptic subdomain, the mean square displacement (MSD) of 

extrasynaptic CB1Rs as a function of time was linear, indicating free diffusive 

movement (Fig. 1e).  In contrast, the MSD values of CB1Rs within the spatially 

restricted synaptic subdomain reflected spatially confined movement (Fig. 1e).  

 

Desensitization dramatically reduces the fraction o f mobile CB1Rs. 

The sub-chronic activation of CB1Rs observed in chronic marijuana users causes a 

strong desensitization of CB1R responses (Hoffman et al., 2003; Mato et al., 2005). 

In animal and cellular models desensitization of CB1Rs is easily achieved by 

prolonged treatment with relatively high doses of CB agonist (Gonzalez et al., 2005; 

Lichtman and Martin, 2002; Lichtman and Martin, 2005). To mimic chronic activation, 

cortical neurons were treated with either the synthetic cannabinoid agonist 

WIN55,212,2 (400 nM), the selective CB1 antagonist AM281 (400 nM) or vehicle 
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(0.1% DMSO) for 20 h. Chronic treatment with WIN55,212,2 dramatically shifted the 

distribution of diffusion coefficients of CB1Rs towards lower values (control, median = 

0.135 µm²/s, IQR = 0.055 – 0.232 µm²/s, n = 369; AM281, median = 0.157 µm²/s, 

IQR = 0.081 – 0.261 µm²/s, n = 808; WIN55,212,2, median = 0.074 µm²/s, IQR = 

0.0001 – 0.183 µm²/s, n = 145; p < 0.001) (Fig. 2a, b). The apparent reduction in the 

diffusion coefficients of total CB1Rs could be caused by either a simple reduction in 

the diffusion of mobile CB1Rs or by an increase in the number of immobile CB1Rs. 

Our data support the second possibility. The diffusion coefficients of all mobile 

receptors were not significantly different across the different groups (control, median 

= 0.157 µm²/s, IQR = 0.09 – 0.251 µm²/s, n = 320; AM281, median = 0.168 µm²/s, 

IQR = 0.101 – 0.267 µm²/s, n = 741; WIN55,212,2, median = 0.152 µm²/s, IQR = 

0.09 – 0.242 µm²/s, n = 91; p > 0.05). In contrast, prolonged treatment with the 

cannabinoid agonist lead to a large increase of the number of immobile CB1Rs. 

Chronic incubation with AM281, a well described antagonist with inverse agonist 

properties, had no effect on the number of immobile CB1Rs (Fig. 2c). The 

percentage of mobile CB1Rs was 83.0% ± 4.6% (n = 369), 90.3% ± 1.9% (n = 808) 

and 57.6% ± 8.6% (n = 145) in control, AM281 and WIN55,212,2 treated neurons.  

The data indicate that the remarkable shift of the distribution of diffusion coefficients 

towards lower values observed following agonist exposure is due to an increase of 

the number of immobile receptors.  

 

The effects of the cannabinoid agonist are mediated  by CB1R. 

An important control was to verify that CB1R mediate the effect of the CB agonist. As 

shown in figure 3, co-incubation with the CB1R specific antagonist AM281 prevented 

from the effects of the agonist. The agonist-induced shift of the distribution of 

diffusion coefficients was abolished by co-incubation with AM281 (control, median = 

0.216 µm²/s, IQR = 0.036 – 0.415 µm²/s, n = 1174; WIN55,212,2, median = 0.030 

µm²/s, IQR = 0.0003 – 0.319 µm²/s, n = 617; WIN55,212,2 + AM281, median = 0.231 

µm²/s, IQR = 0.101 – 0.379, n = 1708; p < 0.001) (Fig. 3 a, b). Similarly, AM281 

blocked agonist-induced reduction of CB1R mobility (Fig. 3c): the percentages of 

mobile CB1Rs were 75.5% ± 2.7% (n = 1174) in control; 50.4% ± 4.4% in 

WIN55,212,2 (n = 617) and 79.0% ± 5.0% (n = 1708) in WIN55,212,2 + AM281. 

These experiments demonstrate that CB1R activation is necessary to the effects of 

the CB agonist. 
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CB1R-desensitization does not alter the mobility of  AMPA receptors. 

Having established that CB1R mediate the effects of the CB agonist on CB1R 

mobility, we next ask the question of the receptor-specificity of this effect. AMPA 

receptors (AMPAR) underlie most of the excitatory currents at glutamatergic 

excitatory synapses and we have extensively studied their movements on neuronal 

membranes (Choquet and Triller, 2003; Groc and Choquet, 2006; Triller and 

Choquet, 2005). We tested the impact of prolonged treatment with either the CB 

agonist or the CB1R antagonist on the mobility of GluR2-containing AMPAR. In 

marked contrast with CB1R, these treatments add no effect on the mobility of GluR2-

containing AMPARs (Fig. 3d). These data strongly suggest that CB1R-

desensitization does not result in a general alteration of neurotransmitter receptors 

movements on the surface of cortical neurons. 

 

Moderate desensitization is sufficient to reduce CB 1R surface mobility.  

Subchronic agonist treatment had a very strong effect on CB1R mobility. We tested 

whether a shorter treatment was also capable of significantly altering CB1R mobility. 

Cortical neurons were incubated for 30 min or 2 h with either the agonist 

WIN55,212,2, the antagonist AM281 or vehicle. Thirty min treatment had no 

consequence on CB1R mobility (Supplemental figure S1). In contrast, a 2 h 

treatment with the cannabinoid agonist was sufficient to markedly diminish the 

mobility of CB1Rs: the distribution of diffusion coefficients of all the receptors was 

shifted towards lower values (control, median = 0.151 µm²/s, IQR = 0.062 – 0.259 

µm²/s, n = 434; AM281, median = 0.164 µm²/s, IQR = 0.086 – 0.255 µm²/s, n = 785; 

WIN55,212,2, median = 0.124 µm²/s, IQR = 0.008 – 0.227 µm²/s, n = 194; p < 0.001) 

(Fig. 4a, b). In theory, such a decrease can be due to a change in the percentage of 

mobile receptors and/ or a variation in the diffusion coefficients of mobile receptors. 

To distinguish these possibilities, we compared the diffusion coefficients of surface 

mobile receptors in vehicle and treated cultures. No significant difference was 

observed among the different groups (control, median = 0.175 µm²/s, IQR = 0.088 – 

0.272 µm²/s, n = 434; AM281, median = 0.175 µm²/s, IQR = 0.099 – 0.263 µm²/s, n = 

785; WIN55,212,2, median = 0.169 µm²/s, IQR = 0.088 – 0.247 µm²/s, n = 194; p > 

0.05). In contrast, the 2 h agonist-treatment significantly reduced the percentage of 

mobile CB1Rs: in vehicle treated cultures 89.7% ± 1.7% (n = 434) of CB1Rs were 
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mobile while after agonist exposure, this number dropped to 75.9% ± 4.7% (n = 194) 

(Fig. 4c). We concluded that following agonist treatment, a decrease in the fraction of 

mobile receptors is at the origin of the apparent reduction in the mobility. 

 

Desensitization excludes CB1R from synapses. 

During desensitization, we observed a significant increase in the number of immobile 

receptors. The synaptic terminal is composed of several sub-compartments with 

different functional specialization (Schoch and Gundelfinger, 2006). Are the CB1Rs 

located in these subcellular compartments equally affected by agonist treatment? To 

answer this fundamental question we compared the effects of CB1R-desensitization 

on the mobility of CB1R in the extrasynaptic and synaptic compartments. As shown 

in figure 5a, both 2 h and 20 h agonist-induced desensitization dramatically 

diminished the number of synaptic CB1Rs. The number of synaptic molecules was 

estimated by counting the percentage of colocalisation between CB1R-QD655 and 

the synaptic marker MitoTracker® in each individual image obtained during the live 

recordings. Agonist treatment reduced by as much as two thirds the number of 

synaptic CB1R. In vehicle-treated neurons, three percent of CB1Rs (3.0% ± 0.6%, n 

= 434) were observed on synapses. Less than one percent of CB1R (0.7% ± 0.2%, n 

= 194) remained at the synapses after 2 h agonist treatment. The CB1R antagonist 

AM281 had no effect on the number of synaptic receptors (2.9% ± 0.6%, n = 785), 

showing that this effect was due to CB1R activation. The percentage of synaptic 

CB1Rs after 20 h treatment was 3.8% ± 0.8% (n = 369), 2.9% ± 0.6% (n = 808) and 

1.3% ± 0.9% (n = 145) in vehicle, AM281 and WIN55,212,2 treated neurons. 

Prolonged agonist exposure caused a remarkable reduction of synaptic CB1R. 

Are the synaptic residency time and the exchange of CB1R between synaptic and 

extrasynaptic compartments also altered in response to CB1R-desensitization? To 

test this hypothesis, we quantified the synaptic dwell time of CB1R in vehicle and 

agonist treated cultures. 20 h WIN55,212,2 treatment did not change the residency 

time of CB1R in the synapse (control, dwell time = 0.2 ± 0.05 s, n = 24; WIN55,212,2, 

dwell time = 0.2 ± 0.03 s, n = 18, p > 0.05) (Fig. 5b). Similarly, the exchange rate of 

CB1Rs between synaptic and extrasynaptic compartments was not affected by the 

20 h agonist treatment. The percentage of mobile CB1Rs which alternated between 

synaptic and extrasynaptic membrane during the recording was 19% ± 2.9 s, (n = 
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1016), in control condition and 21.9% ± 5.3 s, (n = 343), after agonist exposure (p > 

0.05).  

Finally, we discovered that CB1R desensitization was characterized by a selective 

decrease in the diffusion coefficients of extrasynaptic receptors (Fig. 5c, d). In control 

conditions, the diffusion coefficients of CB1R measured in the synaptic (median = 

0.182 µm²/s, IQR = 0.02 – 0.42 µm²/s, n = 30) and the extrasynaptic (median = 0.213 

µm²/s, IQR = 0.019 – 0.405 µm²/s, n = 1072) compartments were similar (p > 0.05). 

In cultures where CB1R had been desensitized, there was a significant and selective 

decrease in the diffusion coefficients of extrasynaptic receptors (median = 0.023 

µm²/s, IQR = 0.0002 – 0.318 µm²/s, n = 585), compared to synaptic receptors 

(median = 0.17 µm²/s, IQR = 0.075 – 0.455 µm²/s, n = 22; p < 0.001).  

In both conditions, the CB1Rs that remained mobile diffused with similar 

characteristics (control extrasynaptic, median = 0.297 µm²/s, IQR = 0.154 – 0.465 

µm²/s, n = 832; control synaptic, median = 0.225 µm²/s, IQR = 0.083 – 0.506 µm²/s, n 

= 25; WIN55,212,2 extrasynaptic, median = 0.292 µm²/s, IQR = 0.12 – 0.478 µm²/s, n 

= 314; WIN55,212,2 synaptic, median = 0.212 µm²/s, IQR = 0.11 – 0.455 µm²/s, n = 

20; p > 0.05). Thus, it is likely that the global reduction in the CB1R diffusion 

coefficient is underlined by a specific increase in the number of immobile 

extrasynaptic receptors.   

Are CB1R immobilized at particular locations? CB1R can be internalized via clathrin-

coated pits (Jin et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2008). We hypothesized that in addition to 

internalization, agonist-induced desensitization may bring CB1R closer to clathrin-

coated pits. We simply addressed this possibility by measuring the distance between 

surface CB1R and a marker of clathrin-coated pits the  adaptor protein 2 (AP2) 

(Lefkowitz, 2007; Marchese et al., 2003). Live antibody feeding of surface CB1R  was 

followed by cell fixation and AP2 immunostaining (supplemental figure S2). Agonist 

treatment significantly reduced the distance between CB1R and AP2 in favor of our 

hypothesis. 

Our data are consistent with a model where agonist-induced desensitization affects 

the mobility of CB1R by diminishing the number of surface CB1Rs, reducing the 

number of synaptic CB1Rs and augmenting the number of immobile CB1Rs in the 

extrasynaptic compartment.  
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Discussion 

The significant therapeutic potential of drugs acting on the ECS, the fact the CB1R is 

the principal molecular target of the most widely used illegal drug (marijuana) and the 

prominent role of the ECS in synaptic plasticity have generated great interest in the 

elucidation of ECS’ molecular logic (Chevaleyre et al., 2006; Mackie, 2006a; Piomelli, 

2003).  

Here we have used a single quantum dot imaging strategy combined to standard in-

vitro and pharmacological approaches to reveal how agonist desensitization impact 

on the surface movements of native CB1R and control their behavior in cortical 

synapses. We present the first evidence that a presynaptic receptor –the CB1R- 

displays significant movements within axon terminals. Similarly to postsynaptic 

ionotropic receptors, we found that presynaptic CB1R exchange rapidly between the 

synaptic and extrasynaptic compartments. Surprisingly, we also demonstrate that the 

majority of all CB1R expressed at the surface of the axon terminal are mobile, in 

contrast with postsynaptic receptors. Furthermore, we found that the residency time 

of CB1R within the synaptic zone was six times shorter than those of postsynaptic 

AMPAR (Bats et al., 2007; Ehlers et al., 2007). Together the results are consistent 

with the broad notion that receptor mobility plays a major role in regulating the 

functions of presynaptic receptors. Our data particularly indicate that agonist 

desensitization profoundly impacts on the mobility of axonal CB1R and results in the 

synaptic exclusion of surface CB1R.  

 

Mobility of presynaptic CB1R 

Trafficking of neurotransmitter receptor plays a important role in regulating synaptic 

transmission (Groc and Choquet, 2006; Malinow and Malenka, 2002). It is now clear 

that at excitatory synapses, the trafficking of AMPAR in and out of the synapses is 

one of the core mechanisms underlying the expression of postsynaptic long-term 

potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) (Malinow and Malenka, 2002). 

The discovery that surface neurotransmitter receptors are mobile and rapidly 

exchange in and out of the postsynaptic specialization adds an additional theoretical 

layer of complexity to the system and practically provides synapses with an additional 

mean to quickly control their gain (Groc and Choquet, 2006; Triller and Choquet, 

2005). The mechanisms underlying the trafficking of CB1R in neuronal subdomains 

are under intense scrutiny (Coutts et al., 2001; Hsieh et al., 1999; Irving et al., 2000; 
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Leterrier et al., 2004; Leterrier et al., 2006; McDonald et al., 2007; Rozenfeld and 

Devi, 2008; Wu et al., 2008). Converging evidences indicate that neuronal CB1R are 

constitutively endocytosed (Leterrier et al., 2004; Leterrier et al., 2006; McDonald et 

al., 2007). The constitutive endocytosis displayed by somatodendritic membranes is 

likely to participate to the polarized distribution of CB1R (Leterrier et al., 2004; 

Leterrier et al., 2006; McDonald et al., 2007; Mundigl et al., 1993; Parton et al., 

1992). It is currently accepted that the vast majority of surface CB1R are located in 

the axonal compartment and more specifically in the presynaptic terminal in accord 

with their inhibitory functions (Irving et al., 2000; Nyiri et al., 2005). Until the present 

study, the mobility of presynaptic receptors had never been evaluated. Using an N-

terminus-directed antibody we found that surface CB1R colocalized with the axonal 

marker Tau1 but not the somatodendritic protein MAP2, showing that CB1R is 

essentially presynaptic in our cortical culture. In control condition, we observed that 

the greater part of surface CB1R were remarkably dynamic.  About 80% of 

extrasynaptic as well as synaptic receptors were mobile a value substantially higher 

than those reported for postsynaptic ionotropic receptors (Bats et al., 2007; Groc et 

al., 2007a). Alike postsynaptic Glycine, AMPAR or NMDA receptors (Triller and 

Choquet, 2005), CB1R alternated between periods of diffusive movement within the 

synaptic and extrasynaptic compartments but the synaptic dwell time of CB1R was 

six times shorter than those of postsynaptic GluR2-containing AMPARs (Bats et al., 

2007; Ehlers et al., 2007). These disparities may be due to intrisinsic receptor 

properties, differences in anchoring and interacting partner proteins and more 

generally to marked structural differences in presynaptic and postsynaptic 

specializations. In accord with the concept that receptor dynamics reflect the features 

of their immediate surrounding, extrasynaptic (i.e. axonal) CB1Rs behaviors 

indicated free diffusive movement while CB1Rs displayed more spatially confined 

movement within the spatially restricted synaptic subdomain. 

 

Desensitization impacts on CB1R mobility 

Chronic consumption of cannabis derivatives such as marijuana causes a marked 

tolerance of cannabinoid receptors (Gonzalez et al., 2005; Lichtman and Martin, 

2002; Lichtman and Martin, 2005). The desensitization of CB1Rs has been 

intensively studied using cellular and animal models (Gonzalez et al., 2005; Lichtman 

and Martin, 2002; Lichtman and Martin, 2005). Biochemical and cellular biology 
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approaches in intact and heterologous systems have shown that desensitized CB1R 

are internalized via the classic clathrin-coated pit pathway. In rat cultured 

hippocampal neurons, “the reduction in cell surface immunoreactivity reflects agonist-

induced internalization” (Coutts et al., 2001). Although alteration in CB1R lateral 

movements provide a additional mean to impact on the relative abundance of 

functional/synaptic CB1R, the dynamics of the CB1R that remain on the neuronal 

surface following desensitization had never been explored. We found that a reduction 

in the mobility of CB1R reflects agonist-induced desensitization. The experiments 

showed that this effect is specifically due to a massive increase in the number of 

immobile CB1Rs rather than to a global reduction in the diffusion of mobile CB1Rs. 

Our data rather unexpectedly reveal that agonist-induced desensitization selectively 

control discrete features of CB1R dynamics. 

 

Desensitization excludes surface CB1R from the syna ptic terminal 

Although the identification of the components of the ECS is still continuing, the basic 

features of how the ECS control synaptic transmission, are rather well understood 

(Chevaleyre et al., 2006). At most central synapses the ECS is a retrograde signaling 

system where eCBs produced in the postsynapse cross the synaptic cleft, bind to 

presynaptic CB1R to inhibit transmitter release (Chevaleyre et al., 2006). A unique in 

vivo exposure to THC is sufficient to efficiently functionally desensitize synaptic 

CB1R and abolish eCB-mediated plasticity in the hippocampus and the nucleus 

accumbens (Mato et al., 2004; Mato et al., 2005). Classical biochemical and binding 

approaches indicated that mere CB1R internalization or uncoupling was not 

underlying this reversible loss of function and suggested that additional phenomenon 

participate to CB1R agonist-mediated desensitization. The data presented here 

disclose a supplementary mechanism allowing synapses to efficiently reduce CB1R 

response following agonist overexposure. Desensitization was accompanied by a 

marked increase in the quantity of immobile receptors. Moreover, CB1Rs responded 

differently to desensitization depending on their precise subcellular localization. The 

marked synaptic loss of CB1R following as little as 2 hours desensitization was 

characterized by a selective decrease in the diffusion coefficients of extrasynaptic 

receptors. Because there was no change in their synaptic residency time or their 

exchange rate between synaptic and extrasynaptic compartments, the data suggest 

that in the desensitized state, CB1R that normally exchange in and out of the 
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synapse, are gradually slowed down and caught up in the extrasynaptic zone where 

they get closer to clathrin-coated pits. Such modification of CB1R dynamics would 

indeed result in a progressive loss of synaptic CB1Rs and participate to functional 

desensitization. 

 

Conclusion 

Our data shed new lights on the dynamic behavior of native presynaptic CB1R and 

reveal that subtle regulations of CB1R movements participate to the complex 

molecular cascade underlying agonist-induced desensitization. 
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Experimental procedures 

 

Cortical cell culture.  Cultures of cortical neurons were prepared from Swiss mice 

(Janvier, le Genest St. Isle, France). On the day of birth the pups were sacrificed by 

cervical dislocation under the anaesthesia of Forene (isoflurane) (Abbott, Rungis, 

France). Dissected cortices were dissociated with the use of papain, and finally 

triturated mechanically. Cells were plated at a density of 360,000 cells/ml and grown 

on poly-L-lysine coated coverslips in MEM supplemented with Serum Supreme 

(BioWhittaker, Emerainville, France). 

 

Pharmacological treatments.  The reagents were added to the culture medium 30 

min, 2 h or 20 h before the experiment at the following concentrations: 400 nM 

WIN55,212,2 (Tocris, Bristol, UK) and 400 nM AM281 (Tocris, Bristol, UK), DMSO 

(1:1000; Sigma Aldrich, St. Quentin Fallavier, France). 

 

Immunocytochemistry.  For live surface CB1R staining, neurons were briefly rinsed 

with a recording medium (160 mM NaCl, 10 mM Hepes, 10 mM glucose, 2.4 mM KCl 

and 1.5 mM CaCl2) and than incubated for 15 min with polyclonal antibodies raised 

against the N-terminus of the CB1 receptor (dilution 1:1000; a generous gift from Pr. 

K. Mackie, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, USA), fixed with 4% PFA, 

permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100, and subsequently bathed in a blocking buffer 

(0.5% bovine serum albumin in PBS), then incubated overnight at 4°C with the other 

primary antibodies diluted in blocking buffer. After the washing, cells were incubated 

with secondary antibodies for 90 min at room temperature and then washed 

extensively and mounted on glass coverslips with Aqua-PolyMount (Polysciences, 

Conches sur Gondoire, France). Polyclonal CB1R antibodies were visualized with 

Alexa488-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen, Illkirch, France). The monoclonal 

anti-MAP2 (1:500; Sigma Aldrich, St. Quentin Fallavier, France) and anti-Tau1 

(1:500; Chemicon®, Paris, France) antibodies were revealed with an Alexa568-

conjugated anti-mouse IgG (Invitrogen, Illkirch, France). 

 

Microscopy.  The images of neurons labeled with a MAP2 and Tau1 antibody were 

obtained with an epifuorescence microscope (Leica DMR video-microscope; oil 

immersion 40x, NA 1.25 objective). Single particle tracking was performed at 32°C 
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with an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71) equipped with an oil immersion 100x, 

NA 1.35 objective. QDots and MitoTracker® were illuminated with a mercury lamp 

(Olympus) and detected by using appropriate excitation (HQ560/55, HQ480/40) and 

emission (D655/20, HQ535/50) filters (Chroma Technology Corp. Rockingham, VT, 

USA). 1500 consecutive frames were acquired at 20 Hz with an EM-CCD camera 

QuantEM or with a CCD camera CoolSNAPHQ (2.5 Hz) (Photometrics, Tucson, USA).  

 

Single particle (Qdot) tracking.  Polyclonal CB1R N terminus specific antibodies 

were incubated with QDot 655 F(ab’)2 anti-rabbit (Molecular ProbesTM, Invitrogen, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Illkirch, France) in PBS for 2 h. The incubation was then 

blocked with casein for 30 min. CB1R antibodies coupled to QDots655 (CB1R-

QD655) were filtered through a column of gel Superdex 200 (Amersham 

Biosciences, Orsay, France). The same protocol was applied for monoclonal anti-

GluR2 antibodies (Chemicon®, Paris, France) coupled with QDot 655 F(ab’)2 anti-

mouse. 

Neurons were incubated with CB1R-QD655 or GluR2-QD655 for 10 min at 37°C, 

washed and incubated for 1 min with a synaptic marker MitoTracker® (20 nM, 

Invitrogen, Illkirch, France). After the final wash, coverslips were mounted in a 

chamber with permanent perfusion of a recording medium (160 mM NaCl, 10 mM 

Hepes, 10 mM glucose, 2.4 mM KCl and 1.5 mM CaCl2). To avoid recording of 

internalised CB1Rs, all the movies were taken within 20 min. Control experiments 

performing acid striping (pH 2.8, 4 min, 4°C) did n ot show internalised CB1R-QD655 

after 20 min incubation (not shown) (Fourgeaud et al., 2003). 

 

Trajectory Analysis.  The CB1R-QD655 or GluR2-QD655 recording sessions were 

processed with the MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging, Downingtown, PA). As 

previously described (Bats et al., 2007), the spatial distribution of the signals of the 

CCD is fitted to a two-dimensional Gaussian surface. The two-dimensional 

trajectories of single molecules in the plane of focus were constructed by correlation 

analysis between consecutive images using a Vogel algorithm. Tracking of single 

QDots was performed with custom software written within Matlab (The Mathworks 

Inc., Natick, MA). The mean square displacement (MSD) was calculated according to 

<r²>=[i=1∑
(N-n)(Xi+n-Xi)

2+(yi+n-yi)
2/N-n]dt for reconnected trajectories. The diffusion 

coefficient, D, was calculated from linear fits of the first four points of MSD curves 
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versus time using MSD(t) = <r²> (t) = 4Dt. To assign synaptic localisation, trajectories 

were sorted into extrasynaptic and synaptic using the synapses image with the 

mitochondria marker MitoTracker® (Groc et al., 2004; Groc et al., 2007b; Tardin et al., 

2003). Synapse dwell time was calculated as a mean residency time of CB1R-

QD655 within synapses. All the trajectories of CB1Rs that did not leave the synapse 

during the imaging period were excluded.   
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1. CB1Rs are highly mobile on the surface of  cortical neurons. 

A) Merged images showing the colocalisation of CB1R (green) and of the axonal 

marker Tau1 (red, left picture). Scale bar, 8 µm. Nearly no colocalication was 

observed between the dendritic marker MAP2 (red) and CB1R (green, right picture). 

Scale bar, 10 µm. Thus, CB1R are predominantly axonal. B) Sample image of 

reconstructed CB1R-QD655 trajectories. Synapses were visualized by an active 

mitochondrial marker (MitoTracker®) - green labeling; extrasynaptic part of the CB1R 

trajectories is marked in blue, synaptic in red and perisynaptic in yellow. Scale bar, 3 

µm. C) Distribution of diffusion coefficient values of extrasynaptic and synaptic CB1R: 

In control conditions, approximately 83% of extrasynaptic and synaptic CB1Rs were 

mobile (i.e. D >0.005 µm²/s). Bin size, 0.1 µm²/s. Examples of CB1R extrasynaptic 

and synaptic trajectories with the same color code as in fig. B. D) Synaptic and 

extrasynaptic receptors have similar distribution of diffusion coefficients. 

(extrasynaptic n = 1072 trajectories, synaptic n = 30 trajectories)  E) Plot of the mean 

square displacement (MSD) of extrasynaptic and synaptic CB1Rs as a function of 

time. Synaptic CB1Rs have lower MSD than the extrasynaptic CB1Rs. The diffusion 

of synaptic CB1Rs was closer to that of confined particles while extrasynaptic CB1Rs 

freely diffused in neuronal membrane (according to Brownian movement). 

(extrasynaptic n = 583 trajectories, synaptic n= 22). 

 

Figure 2. Desensitization dramatically reduces the fraction of mobile CB1Rs. 

A) 20 h treatment with the cannabinoid agonist WIN55,212,2 (400 µM) clearly shifted 

the cumulative distribution of diffusion coefficients of all CB1Rs towards lower values. 

B) Summary graph of the distribution of diffusion coefficients of all CB1Rs after 20 h 

treatment with vehicle (DMSO 0.1%; control n = 369); the CB1 antagonist AM281 

(400 nM; n = 808) or the cannabinoid agonist WIN55,212,2 (400 nM; n = 145). Bar 

graphs of median and interquartile range (25% - 75%). (t test, ***p < 0,001). C) 20 h 

treatment with the cannabinoid agonist WIN55,212,2 (400 nM) profoundly reduced 

the number of mobile CB1Rs (t test, *p < 0.05). (i.e. D > 0.005 µm²/s). In contrast, 20 

h treatment with the antagonist AM281 (400 nM) had no effect. 

 

Figure 3. CB1R specifically mediates cannabinoid in duced desensitization. 
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A) The cumulative distribution of diffusion coefficients of all CB1Rs reveals a 

significant shift of the curve towards the lower values following 20 h agonist 

treatment. This effect was abolished by coincubation with the antagonist AM281 (1 

µM). B) Summary graph of the distribution of diffusion coefficients of all CB1Rs in 

control and WIN55,212,2 + AM281 treated cultures. Bar graphs of median and 

interquartile range (25% - 75%). (t test, ***p < 0,001). C) 20 h treatment with the 

cannabinoid agonist WIN55,212,2 (400nM) strongly reduced CB1R surface mobility. 

The specific CB1 antagonist AM281 (1 mM) prevented the effect of 20 h treatment 

with the cannabinoid agonist. (t test, ***p <0.001). (Control n = 1174, WIN55,212,2 + 

AM281 n = 1708 and WIN55,212,2 n = 617 trajectories). D) The effects of the CB 

agonist were specific to CB1R: The lateral mobility of GluR2 subunits of AMPAR was 

not affected following 20 h treatment with WIN55,212,2. (t test, p > 0.05). (Control n = 

694, AM281 n = 449 and WIN55,212,2 n = 470 trajectories). E) Example trajectories 

of CB1R and GluR2 subunit of AMPAR. Blue line represents extrasynaptic part of the 

trajectories, red line synaptic. Scale bar, 0.5 µm. 

 

Figure 4. Moderate desensitization reduces CB1R sur face mobility. 

Treatment as short as 2 h significantly reduced the mobility of CB1R. A) Cumulative 

distribution of the diffusion coefficients of all CB1Rs in cultures treated 2 h with 

vehicle (control), WIN55,212,2 or AM281. B) Summary graph showing the reduction 

in the diffusion coefficients of all CB1Rs after 2 h desensitization. Bar graphs of 

median and interquartile range (25% - 75%) (t test, ***p < 0,001). C) 2 h treatment 

with the cannabinoid agonist significantly reduced the number of mobile CB1Rs. (t 

test, **p <0.01) (i.e. D > 0.005 µm²/s). In contrast, 2 h treatment with the antagonist 

AM281 (400 nM) had no effect. (Control n = 434, AM281 n = 785 and WIN55,212,2 n 

= 194 trajectories). 

 

Figure 5. Desensitization excludes CB1R from synaps es. 

A) Agonist-induced desensitization markedly diminished the number of synaptic 

CB1R after 2 and 20h WIN55,212,2 (400 µM) treatment. (t test, **p < 0.01). B) 

GluR2-containing AMPAR spent about 6 times more time at synaptic zones than 

CB1R. Noteworthy, the synaptic residency time of CB1R as well as GluR2-containing 

AMPAR was not changed after 20 h cannabinoid agonist WIN55,212,2 treatment (t 

test, *p < 0.05). (GluR2-containing AMPAR, control n = 20 trajectories, WIN55,212,2, 
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n = 46 trajectories ; CB1R, control, n = 24 trajectories, WIN55,212,2, n = 18 

trajectories). C) Desensitization selectively reduced the diffusion coefficients of 

extrasynaptic CB1Rs. In control conditions, synaptic and extrasynaptic CB1Rs 

display superimposable distribution of diffusion coefficients. In marked contrast, 

following desensitization, the distribution of diffusion coefficients of extrasynaptic 

CB1Rs was shifted towards lower values while there was no change in the diffusion 

coefficient distribution of synaptic CB1Rs. (Control, extrasynaptic n = 1072 

trajectories, synaptic n = 30 trajectories, WIN55,212,2, extrasynaptic n = 585 

trajectories, synaptic n = 22 trajectories). D) Summary graph showing the distribution 

of diffusion coefficients of extrasynaptic and synaptic CB1Rs in control and 

desensitized cultures. Bar graphs of median and interquartile range (25% - 75%). (t 

test, ***p < 0,001, **p < 0,01). (Control, extrasynaptic n = 1072 trajectories, synaptic 

n = 30 trajectories, WIN55,212,2, extrasynaptic n = 585 trajectories, synaptic n = 22 

trajectories). 

 

Figure 6. Schematic model of CB1R lateral mobility 

From our data we propose a model where agonist-induced desensitization affects the 

mobility of CB1R by diminishing the number of surface CB1Rs, reducing the number 

of synaptic CB1Rs and augmenting the number of immobile CB1Rs in the 

extrasynaptic compartment. 

 

Supplemental Figure S1.  Short agonist treatment ha d no effect on CB1R 

surface mobility. 

30 min treatment with the cannabinoid agonist had no consequence on CB1R 

mobility (t test, p > 0.05). Similarly, 30 min treatment with the antagonist AM281 had 

no effect. (Control n = 1192, AM281 n = 1116 and WIN55,212,2 n = 930 trajectories). 

 

Supplemental Figure S2.  Agonist treatment reduced the distance between 

CB1R and α adaptin protein 2. 20 h cannabinoid agonist treatment caused 

significant decrease in a distance between CB1R and αAP2 (αAP2; marker of 

clathrin-coated pits) (t test, ***p < 0,001). (Control n = 619, WIN55,212,2 n = 406). 

 

Supplemental Movie S1. CB1R lateral mobility on the  surface of cortical 

neurons. 
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Sample video of lateral mobility of cannabinoid type 1 receptor coupled with 

Quantum dot (CB1R-QD655). Synapses were visualized by an active mitochondrial 

marker (MitoTracker®) - green labeling; CB1R-QD655 – red labeling. 
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Additional experiments 

 

Characterization of cortical neuronal culture 

 

Irving et al. have shown that in hippocampal neuronal culture the majority of neurons 

expressing CB1R are GABAergic interneurons (Irving et al., 2000). To determine the 

phenotype of CB1R expressing cortical neurons, immunocytochemical techniques 

were used to co-labeled CB1R and GAD65 (glutamic acid decarboxylase), marker of 

GABAergic neurons. Cortical neurons (9-10 DIV) were fixed, permeabilized, 

incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies and visualized with Alexa488 and 

Alexa568 respectively. CB1Rs were detected by polyclonal antibodies specific 

against the c-terminus of CB1R. We found that only 13±1% of neurons were GAD65 

positive and that nearly no colocalization was observed between CB1R and 

GABAergic neuron marker GAD65 (Fig. 30 and 31). These results suggest that the 

phenotype of CB1R expressing neurons in mouse cortical culture is mainly 

glutamatergic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 30  Illustrative image of overlay of GAD65 staining and bright field image; 

quantification of percentage of GAD 65 positive neurons calculated from three 

independent experiments (N = 290).   
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      Fig. 31  Illustrative image of overlay of GAD65 (red) and CB1R (green) staining 

 

 

Determination of CB1R subcellular localization by 3 D 

reconstruction 

 

Many papers have indicated that CB1Rs are mainly expressed on the axonal 

compartment (Freund et al., 2003). However, somato-dendritic localization of CB1R 

has been also suggested (Leterrier et al., 2006). To determine the localization of 

CB1Rs on cortical primary neurons, CB1R and somato-dendritic marker MAP2 were 

co-labelled. In primary neuronal culture, the density of neurons is high and axons 

often overlap with dendrites, making to difficult to exactly define the localization of 

CB1R. To distinguish between CB1R expressing axon winding around dendrites from 

dendritic CB1R, we used the Imaris software for three dimensional reconstructions. 

The z-stack images were obtained with a confocal laser-scanning microscope (Leica 

DMR TCS SP2 AOBS) using an oil immersion 63x, NA 1.4 objective and were 

reconstructed with the Imaris software. Our results have showed nearly no 

colocalization between the somato-dendritic marker MAP2 and CB1R (Fig 32). This 

data confirmed our results from classical epifluorescence microscopy.  

GAD65  
CB1R 

10µm 
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Fig. 32  3D reconstruction of z-stack confocal images; overlay of MAP2 (red) and 

CB1R (green) staining 

 

 

TTX treatment increases CB1R mobility 

 

We have found that CB1R mobility is greatly influenced by CB agonist treatment. 

Because CB1R activation inhibits transmitter release, we tested if neuronal activity 

regulates the lateral diffusion of CB1R. 20 h treatment with the voltage sensitive Na+ 

channel blocker, tetrodotoxin (TTX, 100 nM), significantly increased lateral mobility of 

CB1R (Fig. 33). The distribution of diffusion coefficients of all the receptors was 

shifted towards higher values (control, median = 0.216 µm²/s, IQR = 0.036 – 0.415 

µm²/s, n = 1174; TTX, median = 0.267 µm²/s, IQR = 0.115 – 0.427 µm²/s, n = 1795; 

CB1R 
MAP2 

5 µm 
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WIN55,212,2, median = 0.031 µm²/s, IQR = 0.0003 – 0.319 µm²/s, n = 194; p < 

0.001). The increase in the diffusion coefficient of total CB1Rs can be due to a 

change in the percentage of mobile receptors and/ or a variation in the diffusion 

coefficients of mobile receptors. We compared the diffusion coefficients of surface 

mobile receptors in vehicle and treated cultures. No significant difference was 

observed among the different groups (control, median = 0.299 µm²/s, IQR = 0.159 – 

0.464 µm²/s, n = 931; TTX, median = 0.297 µm²/s, IQR = 0.179 – 0.451 µm²/s, n = 

1590; WIN55,212,2, median = 0.283 µm²/s, IQR = 0.12 – 0.462 µm²/s, n = 194; p > 

0.05). In contrast, 20 h TTX treatment caused significant increase in the percentage 

of mobile CB1Rs. The percentage of mobile CB1R was 75.5% ± 2.7% (n = 1174), 

90.4% ± 1.2% (n = 1795) and 50.4% ± 4.4% (n = 617) in control, TTX and 

WIN55,212,2 treated neurons.  

The TTX treatment also increased the number of CB1Rs observed in synapses. The 

percentage of synaptic CB1Rs was: in control condition 2.2% ± 0.5%, n = 1174; in 

TTX treatment 2.8% ± 0.5%, n = 1795 and in WIN55,212,2 treated cultures 1.0% ± 

0.3%, n = 617. 

Thus our results indicate that TTX exposure strongly influence the mobility of CB1R. 

It increases the number of CB1R at synapses as well as shifts the distribution of 

diffusion coefficient towards higher values due to a decrease of number of immobile 

receptors. 

The effect of TTX exposure had opposite effect on AMPAR mobility. When 

hippocampal cultured neurons were incubated with TTX (1µM) for 48 h, the 

extrasynaptic AMPAR diffusion was greatly decreased mainly because of the 

increase of immobile receptors. In addition, 48 h TTX treatment did not affected 

lateral diffusion of NMDAR (Groc et al., 2004). 

One of the hypotheses, explaining the increase of the CB1R mobility after TTX 

exposure, could be that inhibition of spontaneous neuronal activity block the release 

of eCB. The basal level of liberated eCB during control condition may activate the 

CB1Rs and cause the immobilization of ~15% of CB1Rs. However, the CB1R 

antagonist AM281 treatment did not show any effect on CB1R mobility. More 

experiments will be necessary to understand how neuronal activity could influence 

the CB1R mobility.  
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Fig. 33 TTX treatment increases CB1R mobility 

A) The cumulative distribution of diffusion coefficients of all CB1Rs reveals a 

significant shift of the curve towards the higher values following 20 h TTX treatment 

and towards the lower values following CB agonist treatment; (binning - 0.007µm²/s). 

B) Summary graph showing the increase in the diffusion coefficients of all CB1Rs 

after 20 h TTX exposure. Bar graphs of median and interquartile range (25% - 75%) 

(t test, ***p < 0,001). C) 20 h treatment with TTX (100 nM) increased the number of 

mobile CB1Rs (t test, ***p < 0,001), (i.e. D > 0.005 µm²/s). D) TTX treatment 

significantly augmented the number of synaptic CB1R. (t test, *p < 0.05). 
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Conclusions 

 

The aim of my thesis was to study the dynamic behaviour of surface CB1R on 

primary cortical neurons.  

We have demonstrated that CB1Rs found on the surface of mouse primary cortical 

neurons are mainly axonal and that the majority of CB1R expressing neurons are 

glutamatergic.  

By using single Qdot tracking, we have showed that CB1Rs, similarly to postsynaptic 

AMPA, NMDA and glycine receptors, alternated between periods of diffusive 

movement within the synaptic and extrasynaptic compartments. In control condition, 

the majority of membrane CB1Rs display a high lateral mobility and their synaptic 

residency time was much shorter than those of postsynaptic GluR2-containing 

AMPARs. The remarkable disparities in the feature of lateral diffusion of presynaptic 

CB1R in comparison with postsynaptic AMPAR could be due to marked structural 

differences in presynaptic and postsynaptic compartments. 

Chronic treatment with cannabinoids leads to a fast desensitization and down 

regulation of CB1Rs. We have demonstrated that chronic agonist treatment also 

dramatically altered CB1R surface mobility. Our data indicate that the remarkable 

shift of the distribution of diffusion coefficients towards lower values observed 

following agonist exposure is due to an increase of the number of immobile receptors 

in the extrasynaptic compartment. Furthermore, prolonged agonist exposure caused 

a significant reduction of synaptic CB1Rs. Our data suggest that lateral diffusion 

might be an important mechanism involved in the functional desensitization of CB1R. 

Activation of CB1R leads to inhibition of neurotransmitter release. We have indicated 

that inhibition of neuronal activity by TTX exposure strongly influence mobility of 

CB1R. The TTX treatment increased the number of CB1R at synapses as well as 

shifted the distribution of diffusion coefficient towards higher values due to a 

decrease in the number of immobile receptors. 

All together our data show that CB1R, the most abundant GPCR in the CNS, 

expresses a remarkably high level of lateral diffusion that is significantly influenced 

by both agonist-induced desensitization and neuronal activity.  
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Perspectives 

 

The investigation of CB1R lateral diffusion is just at its beginning and many questions 

are left to be answered. 

We have shown that the majority of neurons expressing CB1R in mouse cortical 

neurons are glutamatergic. However, during the single particle tracking experiment 

we were not able to determine the phenotype of the neuron expressing tracked 

CB1R. It would be interesting to examine the possible differences in the mobility 

between CB1R expressed on GABAergic or glutamatergic neurons by using primary 

culture from specific knock out mice. These partially knock out mice express CB1R 

only on one type of neurons: GABAergic or glutamatergic (Marsicano et al., 2003), 

(Monory et al., 2006). 

Similar problems arise with localization of immobile CB1R. To confirm that immobile 

CB1R are localized nearby clathrin-coated pits waiting to be internalized; single 

particle tracking experiments could be performed on cortical neurons transfected with 

the tagged marker of clathrin-coated pits (e.g. αAP2-GFP).   

Our preliminary experiments have indicated a significant increase of CB1R lateral 

mobility after inhibition of neuronal activity by TTX. To verify this effect, CB1R 

mobility should be measured following increase of neuronal activity by e.g. KCl or 

picrotoxin. The hypothetical mechanism of TTX effect on CB1R mobility may be that 

inhibition of spontaneous neuronal activity block the release of eCBs. If this is true, 

the increase level of eCBs should return mobility of CB1R back to control values. To 

test this hypothesis, specific inhibitors of AEA and 2-AG degradation could be used, 

such as URB 597 and URB 602 respectively. 

The localization of CB1R was described as perisynaptic rather than synaptic. It would 

be interesting to examine in detail the movements of CB1R in the perisynaptic and 

synaptic compartments as a response to the agonist-induced desensitization and 

neuronal activity. To study CB1R diffusion in and out of the synapse more accurate 

marker of presynaptic terminals would be appropriate (e.g. stably expressing 

synaptotagmin tagged with GFP). 

Lateral diffusion of postsynaptic receptors is regulated by interaction with scaffold 

proteins, actin skeleton and extracellular matrix proteins. It is highly probable that 

CB1R mobility is regulated by similar mechanisms. However, only two CB1R 
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associated proteins were so far described (CRIP1a and CRIP1b). CRIP1a modulates 

agonist-independent activity of CB1R but its mechanism of function is not known. In 

my opinion, the interactive proteins regulating CB1R mobility should have more 

general effects on CB1R function.     

Our work, dedicated to dynamic behaviour of CB1R on the neuronal surface, 

contributes to the better understanding of CB1R mediated regulation of presynaptic 

function. It is just a small step in a long process that will admittedly finish by fully 

understanding the remarkably convoluted eCB system.  
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Introduction 

 

Les systèmes neuronaux subissent constamment des changements dynamiques 

durant leur développement et tout au long de leur vie. Ces changements sont dus au 

moins en partie à des formes élémentaires d'apprentissage globalement appelées 

«plasticité synaptique». La plasticité synaptique adapte la puissance des synapses 

en réponse aux changements de l’environnement et semble être un des principaux 

fondements de l'apprentissage et de la mémoire. 

Le système endocannabinoïde (eCB), qui est un système de signalisation endogène 

composé de récepteurs cannabinoïdes, d’eCBs et d’enzymes de synthèse et de 

dégradation des eCBs, a une fonction majeure dans le contrôle de la plasticité 

synaptique dans l'ensemble du système nerveux central (SNC). Il est impliqué dans 

la régulation de nombreux processus physiologiques tels que le contrôle moteur, la 

nociception, la mémoire, l'apprentissage et le bilan énergétique. On pense que le 

système eCB fonctionne comme un système de récupération après stress ; c'est-à-

dire, un système de signalisation qui protège l’organisme des conséquences 

pathologiques du stress. Dans des conditions physiologiques normales, le système 

eCB reste silencieux. Après une activité neuronale soutenue il est rapidement activé 

et agit localement à proximité du site de synthèse des eCBs.  

Dans le SNC, le système eCB participe à la signalisation rétrograde. L'activité 

neuronale induit la synthèse des eCBs à partir  des phospholipides  membranaires. 

Les eCBs ne sont pas stockées dans des vésicules synaptiques. Les eCBs sont 

directement libérés des terminaisons postsynaptiques, diffusent de façon rétrograde 

à travers la fente synaptique et se lient aux récepteurs cannabinoïdes  

présynaptiques de type 1 (CB1Rs). 

Le CB1R appartient à la famille «rhodopsine» des récepteurs couplés aux protéines 

G (RCPG). C’est le plus abondant des RCPG dans le SNC, il est très fortement 

exprimé dans le cortex cérébral, les noyaux gris centraux, le cervelet et 

l’hippocampe. L’activation des CB1R inhibe la libération du neurotransmetteur dans 

les synapses inhibitrices et excitatrices car les CB1R sont exprimés sur ces deux 

types de terminaux axonaux. Les mécanismes sous-jacents à la régulation des 

fonctions présynaptiques par le CB1R sont le sujet d'intenses recherches. Ces 
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dernières années, d'énormes progrès ont été réalisés dans la compréhension des 

rôles des CB1R dans le SNC. 

L'observation que les récepteurs postsynaptiques aux neurotransmetteurs présentent 

une mobilité latérale sur les surfaces neuronales a remis en cause la vision classique 

de la synapse. Il a été proposé que le mouvement des récepteurs dans et hors de la 

synapse pouvait participer à la régulation rapide de la quantité de récepteurs 

synaptiques durant la plasticité synaptique à court terme. Curieusement, les 

mouvements latéraux des récepteurs présynaptiques n'ont jamais été étudiés. 

 

Au cours de mon travail de thèse, nous avons abordé plusieurs questions liées aux 

fonctions présynaptiques du CB1R. Tout d'abord, nous avons fait l'hypothèse que 

comme les récepteurs postsynaptiques, le CB1R est capable de mobilité latérale à la 

surface des neurones. Deuxièmement, nous avons testé si la désensibilisation des 

CB1Rs pouvait influencer leur mobilité et en particulier le nombre de récepteurs 

synaptiques. Enfin, nous avons réalisé des expériences préliminaires permettant 

d’évaluer l’importance de l'activité neuronale sur la diffusion latérale des CB1Rs. 
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Conclusions 

 

L'objectif de ma thèse était d'étudier le comportement dynamique des récepteurs de 

surface CB1R dans les neurones du cortex in vitro. Nous avons démontré que les 

CB1R présents à la surface des neurones corticaux de souris sont principalement 

axonaux et que la majorité des neurones exprimant le CB1R sont glutamatergiques. 

En utilisant le suivi de Quantum Dot (Qdot) unique, nous avons montré que les 

CB1Rs, de même que les récepteurs post synaptique AMPA, NMDA et glycine, 

alternaient entre des périodes de mouvements de diffusions dans les compartiments 

synaptiques et extrasynaptiques. Dans les conditions contrôle, la majorité des 

CB1Rs de membrane ont une importante mobilité latérale. Leur temps de résidence 

synaptique est beaucoup plus court que celui des récepteurs AMPA 

postsynaptiques. La remarquable disparité dans les caractéristiques de la diffusion 

latérale des CB1R présynaptique, et des récepteurs postsynaptiques AMPA pourrait 

être dû à des différences structurelles marquées entre les compartiments 

présynaptique et postsynaptique. 

Un traitement chronique avec un agoniste cannabinoïde conduit à une 

désensibilisation rapide et à l’internalisation des CB1R. Nous avons démontré que le 

traitement chronique par l’agoniste modifie également considérablement la mobilité 

de surface des CB1R. Nos données indiquent que la diminution des coefficients de 

diffusions après traitement par l’agoniste est due à une augmentation du nombre de 

récepteurs immobiles dans le compartiment extrasynaptique. En outre, l'exposition 

prolongée à l’agoniste entraîne une réduction significative des récepteurs 

synaptiques CB1R. Nos données suggèrent que la diffusion latérale pourrait être un 

mécanisme important impliqué dans la désensibilisation des récepteurs CB1R.  

L’activation des CB1R conduit à l'inhibition de la libération de neurotransmetteurs. 

Nous avons observé que l'inhibition de l'activité neuronale par exposition à la 

tetrodotoxine (une toxine bloquant les canaux sodiques dépendant du potentiel,TTX) 

influence fortement la mobilité des CB1Rs. Le traitement TTX  augmente le nombre 

de CB1R synaptiques et déplace la distribution des coefficients de diffusion vers des 

valeurs plus élevées en raison d'une diminution du nombre de récepteurs immobiles. 
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Nos données montrent que le CB1R, le plus abondant des RCPG dans le SNC, 

exprime un niveau remarquablement haut de diffusion latérale et que celle-ci est 

fortement influencée par la désensibilisation du récepteur et l'activité neuronale. 

 

 

Notre travail, qui s’est intéressé au comportement dynamique du CB1R à la surface 

des neurones, contribue à une meilleure compréhension de la régulation des 

fonctions présynaptiques.  
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Dynamic behavior of surface CB1R in cortical neuron s in vitro 
 

Presynaptic cannabinoid type 1 receptors (CB1R) are major mediators of retrograde 
synaptic plasticity at both excitatory and inhibitory synapses and participate to a 
plethora of physiological functions. Whether presynaptic receptors, such as CB1R, 
display functionally relevant movements at the surface of neuronal membrane is not 
known. We analyzed the lateral mobility of native CB1R in cortical neurons, using 
single quantum dot imaging. We found that CB1R are highly mobile and rapidly 
diffuse in and out of presynapses. Agonist-induced desensitization reduced the 
number of surface CB1R and drastically decreased the membrane dynamic of the 
CB1R that remained at the presynaptic surface. Desensitization specifically excluded 
CB1R from synapses and increased the number of immobile receptors in the 
extrasynaptic compartment. The results suggest that decrease of mobility may be 
one of the core mechanisms underlying the desensitization of CB1R, the most 
abundant G-protein coupled receptor in the brain. 
 

Le comportement dynamique du CB1R de surface sur le s neurones 
corticaux in vitro 
 
Les récepteurs cannabinoïde type 1 (CB1R) médient la plasticité synaptique 
rétrograde dans les synapses excitatrices et inhibitrices et participent à de multiples 
fonctions physiologiques. Les mouvements de surface des récepteurs 
présynaptiques,  tels que les CB1R, restent inconnus. Nous avons analysé la 
mobilité latérale des CB1R natifs sur les neurones corticaux, par imagerie du suivi de 
quantum dot unique. Nous avons trouvé que les CB1R sont mobiles et diffusent 
rapidement dans les présynapses. La désensibilisation, induite par un agoniste, 
diminue le nombre des CB1R de surface et réduit considérablement la dynamique 
membranaire des CB1R restant sur la surface présynaptique. La désensibilisation 
éliminerait les CB1R des synapses et augmenterait le nombre des récepteurs 
immobiles dans le compartiment extrasynaptique. Nos résultats suggèrent que la 
réduction de la mobilité pourrait être un des principaux mécanismes de la 
désensibilisation des CB1Rs, le plus abondant récepteur couplé aux protéines G 
dans le cerveau.               
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